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Introduce your child to the fascinating

world of computers

Welcome to THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE —
the first complete guide to the world of home computers, specially

designed to help you make the most of your machine.

^T ^T Ve'll show you how to speak to your

^ JL I computer, learning how to write

^^^^ programs for it in simple easy stages

instead of spending hours being

bewildered by the maker's manual or trying to

understand the jargon in the micro magazines.

At the same time, you'll be discovering the

principles behind writing effective programs—
so that within a few weeks, you11 be well on

the way to exploiting

the enormous versatility

ofyour home computer.

We'll also guide you through the maze of software

that's available — from the simplest family programs

to sophisticated programs for small businesses.

And we'll help make you fluent in the sometimes

confusing language that's spoken in the world of

computers, explaining the meanings of unfamiliar terms

and cutting through the jargon.

And there's more besides. We'll give you all the

facts you need to tell one home computer from another.

Every week we'll be taking a detailed— and critical —
look at a popular model. So, by the end of the course,

you'll be able to talk to any dealer with confidence,

whether you're

buying for the first time or simply looking for

ways to upgrade your present system.

And we'll examine the range of 'add-ons'

you can buy, from disk drives and monitors

to printers and joysticks.

But The Home Computer Course
isn't all work, by any means. We'll be

describing some of the ways computers are

affecting the world around us — in our

cars and kitchens, from banks to robots and

from music to the weather forecast.

Professional computer experts have

known for years that computing is fascinating,

entertaining — and even profitable.

Welcome to their dynamic world - and to 'Z^^ZSSST
The Home Computer Course. mastery

Clear illustrations and lucid

explanations give you real insights

into how computers work
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What IsAComputer?
How do computers 'think' and how much do they 'know'?
The answers are vital to understanding computers

The question '"What is a computer?" is not as

easily answered as "What is a television?" or
"What is a washing machine?" because the com-
puter, unlike these other appliances, has no single

purpose. Digital computers, including those you
can buy for£50 in your local high street, are a new
breed of machine that can perform an almost
infinite variety ofjobs, according to the program
their owners give them.

The idea of programmability is not altogether

unfamiliar to the modern home: after all. many

devices such as washing machines and cookers

now have a number ofdiffcrcntprograms builtinto

them so that you can use mem in different ways.

With a computer, though, the whole function of

the machine can be changed by putting in a new
program: from a word processor, to an arcade

game, to a machine that looks after your accounts,
in a matter of minutes.

How does a computer perform so many diff-

erent tasks? We shall be learning more about that

as the course progresses, but first of all let's take a

THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE I
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Compute*s use electrical

circuits to represent numbers.

The circuits consist largely ol

switches. A switch may be in

either of two states; on or off.

Two switches together can

make four combinations of on

and off, Computers use a
system like this 1o represent

numbers Off/off is roo. off/on

is one, on/oft is two and on/on

is three. Using groups of more

than two allows larger

numbers to be represented

Computers can process large

numbers and complicated

mathematical operations very

quickly using thousands oJ

microscopic switches
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quick look at some of the principles involved.

On one level, a computer is nothing but a box
full oftiny electric switches that can be connected
together in different ways. This, however, is not

the best place to start if you want to understand

what computers can do; only the men and women
who design and build them really need to under-

stand this level, but the rest of us don't For one
thing a modern computer is an exceedingly com-
plex machine; thanks to the astonishing develop-

ments in microelectronics (the famous silicon

chip) it is possible foreven a small home computer
to contain some 250,000 of these little switches.

All ofthese switches canbe either*on' or' off. Any
pools punter will tell you that the number ofcom-
binations of*on* or 'off is staggeringly large. For
another thing the computer you buy will have a

program permanently built into it that disguises

this mind-boggling complexity, and allows you to

'talk' to the machine using a few shortened but

easily recognisable English words.

Many people are surprised when they first use a

computerbecause when they switch iton, theydis-

cover that it knows nothing useful at all. Oddly

enough, the notion is not yet dead that the com-
puter is an 'electronic brain' that is supposed to

know everything. Surely it must know what the

capital of Afghanistan is called? Or the height of

Mt Kilimanjaro? In fact far from knowing all

these things, the silicon chip that forms the 'brain'

of a microcomputer doesn't even know the al-

phabet or any arithmetic. All it understands are

several hundred number combinations, and every-

thing else that it can be taught has eventually to be

translated into these numbers. The little switches

already mentioned can remember numbers; a pat-

tern ofON and OFF switches represents a number

(in the binary number system which only uses *0's

and " l's ). The fact that the computer can remem-
ber, in other words, store, information, is vital to

the way it works: the electronic memory in a Sinclair

Spectrum holds information equivalent to six

pages ofwords in this course (it could store much,

much more again on tape, but that is all it can hold

on its own).

As well as storing numbers in its memory* a

computer can do things to these numbers; it can
add and subtract them, compare them with each

other and move them about inside its memory.
Everything that the machine can do is built up
from these simple acts. Suppose we want to store

text in the computer. Let's invent a code, so that

each letter of the alphabet is given a number: then

the computer can store words as numbers and
shuffle them around. We want to play Frogger?

Let's take a picture of a frog and draw it in the

squares of a grid so that each little square can be

given a number . . . It isn't, ofcourse, necessary to

invent these codes yourself because all this work
has already been done by the manufacturers and
designers and put together in the shape of com-
puter programs.

What is a program? It's a list of instructions to

the computer to perform those simple actions

(add, compare, etc. ) in a particular order,just as a

knitting pattern tells the knitter how to perform a

sequence of simple stitches in a certain order to

produce a garment. But what are these instruc-

tions, and how do they get to the computer?
Actually they are just more numbers and they are

also stored in the computer's memory! This seems
to present us with achicken-and-egg paradox. The
computer can do nothing without a program to tell

it what to do; every time you press the letter"A' on
the keyboard a program inside the computer must
scan the keyboard, find out what key you pressed

and then tell the computerthenumbercode for that

letter. But at some point, when the computer was
first designed, this keyboard-scanning program
did not exist Painstakingly, someone had to put

the right numbers directly into the keyboard's

memory, using special instruments, just to enable

it to understand letters typed on its keyboard and
to let it show those letters on a television screen.

i mi hum; < ompi h-k< hi. Rsi-
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A Cade For letters And H umbers

A group of erght switches

allows 256 unique

combinations of on and off.

This is more than enough tor

an individual code (using

nothing more than ones and

zeros) for each of the letters,

numeral's and special signs on

a computer's typewriter-lite

keyboard The illustration

shows how the letters X and Y

are represented inside the

computer using the ASCII

code

But once those first essential programs are

made, everything becomes easier. You can now
put new numbers into the computers memory by

typing them in. This process is called machine

code programming and we'll be talking more

about it in the future. But machine code program-

ming is rather difficult and tedious and so some
ingenious programmers have written programs( in

machine code) that will translate English words

like PRINT, BEEP, LOAD and LIST into machine

code instructions that the computer can use. All

but the most sophisticated home micro-

computers have such a program built into therm as

a result you can program ihcm in a simple com-
puter language called BASIC, rather than in

streams ofnumbers. But every time you use BASIC
(even if it is only the word LOAD to load up Missile

Command) remember that the product ofhours of

programmers' work is already there inside the

computer working for you.

With computer languages like BASIC it is quite

easy to write programs to do useful or amusing

things, and to be blissfully unaware of all the fran-

tic and complex activity that goes on inside the

machine merely to detect thai you've typed the let-

ter " A', For instance, it is a simple matterto write a

program that will store away the names ofthe capi-

tals in the world and produce to someone's query

"What is the capital ofAfghanistan?", the answer

"Kabul", In other words the electronic brain

knows only what you tell it in the first place; it cant

discover things for itself,

If this is the case, why are computers so useful?

Because they can store vast quantities of infor-

mation, and they can manipulate it much better

than people can. And. ofcourse, putting the infor-

mation there in the first place needn't always be

done by row. You might buy a program, written by

someone else, with all the world's capitals stored

on it; in this case the computer is acting like an

electronic reference book. Alternatively, you

might buy a program that works upon information

that you have typed into it: a 'word processor' that

lets you type, correct and redraft documents and

letters for instance, or a database' program that

will let you catalogue a huge library of books and

find out answers toquestions like '"What books do

1 have by George Bernard Shaw published in Lon-

don before 1926?" in a few seconds.

The fact that the poor dumb computer under-

stands only numbers is in practice a strength rather

than a weakness. If computers actually dealt with

the objects that interest us. say words or colours,

they would be many times more complex even

than they are now, and you would need a different

sort ofcomputer to handle each kind ofjob. How
exactly would you store GREEN in a computer's

memory anyway? But once the principle is grasp-

ed that the computer does not need to "under-

tand' what it is dealing with, in the way that a

person does, then one kind of computer can deal

with almost anything. All that is necessary isthata

programmer should be able to describe the prob-

lem in a way that can ultimately be reduced to

WHY SOFTWARE?W
4

Computers were inverted for science Gaines and entertainment

A computer is a versatile machine and can assume many roles. Software

focuses its power. The same machine can be used by the businessman

with business software, the technologist using statistics software, or for

entertainment by supplying the computer with games software. It is the

software that determines what the computer does

THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE 3



RF MODULATOR
Mien a television set

is used to display the

output from the

computer, a signal /~^^
is created here whiclr--s£

imitates the signal

produced by a television

aerial

ROM
This memory unit

contains information

that cannot be erased.

Programs needed to

make the computer

function are stored

here. Languages

such as basic are

often stored in ROM

VIDEO

The video signal

causes the necessary

images to appear on

the display screen.

The signal which

produces the computer's

display on the television

is generated here

I/O

The input/ output unit
1

connects signals

entering the computer

into a form usable by

the CPU. Outgoing data

is converted to signals

needed by printers and

other devices

CPU
The CPU is the workhorse that gives the computer its

ability to compute. It is capable of carrying out a set of

operations with which any computation can be

performed- Instructions written in a programming

language must be converted to the equivalent in terms

of the CPU's operations before it can obey them In a

microcomputer the CPU is a microprocessor, often a

MOS Technology 6502 or a Zilog Z80

CLOCK
The clock circuit uses

a quartz crystal to

generate pulses which

time and synchronise

all the computer's

operations. The clock

'ticks' several million

times per second

RAM
This is the part of the

computer's memory in

which programs

and data are stored.

^ Its contents can be

changed; when a

program is not needed

it can be replaced

by another

What Goes On
Inside
To set up a complete computer

system and make it ready for

use. it is necessary to connect

several units together, The

silicon chips that make the

home computer possible are

packed inside the case,

usually under the keyboard.

Take the lid off and these are

the main components you'll

find

numbers. For instance, ifwe want to make a com-
puter produce music, then we certainly wouldn't

expect to have real sounds floating inside it;

instead we would describe each note of the scale

by a number that is proportional to its pitch or fre-

quency. We can arrange for the computer to send

the electrical signals that it uses to represent

numbers to a loudspeaker instead of a television

screen so that we can hear the results, How do we
make a missile shoot across the screen towards the

oncoming Space Invaders? Merely move some
numbers, which represent a missile shape, from

one place to another in the part of the computer's

memory that acts as a 'map' of the television

screen. Pictures, movement, colour, sound can all

be given a suitable number code so that the com-
putercan manipulate them, and a suitable ^transmit-

ter', like a television or a loudspeaker, to turn

them back into signals that have meaning for us.

So the final answer to the original question

"What is a computer?" must go something like

this. It is a machine that stores electronic signals

that represent numbers. Some of these numbers

are instructions that tell the computer what to do
with the other numbers. It will follow these instruc-

tions, exactly, without tiring, withoutmaking mis-
takes (though it will faithfully reproduce our own
programming mistakes) at the rate ofmany thou-

sands of operations per second. The end result of

these tireless manipulations is yet more numbers.

These are translated' into the information we
want, in a form we can understand. It is the activity

of human programmers that makes the computer
useful, by exploiting its dexterity with numbers to
perform tasks that are meaningful to us; taking in

information in various forms and transforming it in

ways that would otherwise be too tedious, time

consuming or complex.

4 THE HOME COMPUTER COURSL



The Micro Buyer's
Survival Kit
Set out to buy a computer and you'll be reeling at the
range on offer. Here's how to emerge unscathed

sights

Video recorders, television sets and hi-fi systems
all have one thing in common — each performs a

specific task. The degree of sophistication

between different models may vary. But a stereo

system can only reproduce sound, a washing
machine washes clothes, and a television set just

receives and displays broadcast signals.

A computer is different. A hundred people can

buy the same computerand each will find a unique

task for the machine to carry out. This is why
purchasing a home computer is so different from
any other item you have bought before.

When you set out to buy a home computer,
several factors require careful consideration. The
very First thing todo is to write out a check list ofthe

things you want the computer to do. For instance,

you may want to leam the fundamentals ofBASIC
programming — in which case a Sinclair Spec-
trum or an Oric-1 may be the machine for you.

Alternatively, you may wish to use your home
computer to play games, act as a word processor

or handle the home accounts— so a BBC orCom-
modore 64 might be a better choice. Factors such
as price and reliability will probably come high on
your list.

Your check list should be exhaustive, so that

you don't end up with a computer that simply will

not do what you want it to.

The home computer ofyour choice may be only
the heart of a system. To exploit its full potential

you will also require a means of saving programs
for future use. A cassette recorder or disk system
are typical methods. You will need a television set

so that you can see programs and react to games.
Often this will involve buying a second set, par-

ticularly if you have a family — they won't take

kindly to missing their favourite programmes
while you are busy with your micro! For anything

other than games you may require printed copies

of programs or of results produced by the com-
puter, and for this you will need a printer.

If the computer is to be used purely for games,
your main consideration will probably be the

amount of software that is available. Here micros
such as the Sinclair Spectrum, Vic 20 and BBC
score highly, as there is a vast and varied number
of programs available for them on cassette.

How much memory will you need? This will

depend on the complexity of the programs you
want to use. The more complex programs will

often be larger in size and will therefore require

more memory tt> hold them. Word processors

need large amounts of memory to store text.

Generally 32K of RAM should satisfy most
needs, although 1 6K will probably be sufficient to

run entertaining games software with good
graphics. As a rule, go for a machine with as much
memory as you can afford.

Some of the more expensive home computers
( such as the BBC, Commodore 64, and Atari 800)
can be considered suitable for office use. All three

have the facilities for adding disk drives, printers,

and modems, which link to other computers via

the telephone.

So do make sure that you've thought of every-

thing when you've made out your check list. You
should be absolutely clear in your own mind what
you want from yourhome computer before parting
with your money.

££995^™ Ape* It UXf 1978

V £725
Tandy TRS-80.

r~] SWH978

The Fall

In Price Of

The Micro
These are selling prices from

dealers fcr the most

competitively priced computers

withal least 16Kof RAM.
(Prices bo not include an add-on

RAM pack)

THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE 5
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ATARI 400 ATARI 800 BBC MICRO COLOUR GENIE
TYPICAL MICE: £150 TYPICAL PRICE: £300

STANDARD MEMORY: 16K

EXPANDABLE TO: Non-expandable

CONNECTS TO: Atari cassette. TV.

monitor, Atari disk drive, printer,

joystick

STANDARD MEMORY: 4BK

EXPANDABLE^: Non-expandable

CONNECTS TO: Ata'i cassette TV.

monitor. Atari disk drive, printer,

joystick.

TYPICAL PRICE: A £29 9. B £39 9 TYPICAL PRICE: E1

1

STANDARD MEMORY : A16K. B 32K

EXPANDABLE TO: 32

K

STANDARD MEMORY: 32K

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV,

monitor, disk drive, Prestel. Eoonet to

other BBC Micros, Ceefax. joysticks.

EXPANDABLE TO: Non-expandable

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV.

printer, monitor, hi-fi, joystick,

plug- in cartridges.

ADVANTAGES: Low cost/Wide range

Of software

ADVANTAGES: Typewriter-style

keyboard/Wide choice of software/

Interchanges software with Atari

400 model.

ADVANTAGES: Wide choice of

software; Clear sound when
amplified/Very versatile basic.

ADVANTAGES: Typewriter- style

keyboard/Clear sound.

OlttOMNTAGES: Touch-pad

keyboard/ basic must be bought as
an extra

DISADVANTAGES: The basic is long-

winded and difficult/Only works
with Atari's own cassette or disk

drives.

SUMMARY: Touch-pad keyboard

and lack of built-in basic makes
this machine best suited for games,

SUMMARY: Has a better keyboard

than the cheaper 400 model, and is

capable of running business as well

as games software.

D ISADVANTAGES: Limited colour

capacity/Weak sound when not

amplified/Manuals difficult to

und erstand.

SUMMARY: This versatile machine

can be easily upgraded to a
powerful computing tool.

DISADVANTAGES: Comparatively

slow operation/limited choice ol

software/Poor graphics.

SUMMARY: The cheapest colour

computer with a typewriter- style

keyboard, but needs an

experienced user for its capabilities

to be used to the full.

JUPITER ACE LYNX NEW BRAIN 0RIC
TYPICAL PRICE: raO

STANDARD MEMORY: 3K+16K_

EXPANDABtET0:51K

CONNECTS TO;Cassetle. TV.

monitor.

TYPICAL PRICE: £??5

STANDARD MEMORY: 48K

EXPANDABLE TO: UI2K

TYPICAL PRICE: £269

STANDARD MEMORY: 32

K

TYPICAL PHICE: £130,169

STANDARD MEMORY: 16K/4BK

CONNECTS TO Cassette, TV.

monitor, printer, disk drive, joystick.

EXPANDABLE TO: ?Mliyle
1 2 OOOK!)

CONNECTS TO:Cassette, TV,

monitor, disk drive, printer, modem

EXPANDABLE TO: Won-expandable

CONNECTS TO:Cassette, TV,

monitor, modem, micro disk drive,

ADVANTAGES: Includes 16K RAM
pack

ADVANTAGES: Sharply defined

screen display 1

Built- in machine

code monitor/Typewriter-style

keyboard.

ADVANTAGES: basic has many
features/Capacity for detailed text

editing/Semi- portable.

AtVANTAGES: Typewriter-style

keyboard/ Four-colour printer

available/Clear sound,

DISADVANTAGES: Comes in thin

plastic casing/forth is not the best

language for the beginner/

U n t el lable keyboard.

SUMMARY: Good for those who
wish to experiment with forth, and

better value now that more

software has become available.

01SADVANTAGES: Idiosyncratic

BASic/Memory can only be

expanded by returning the machine

to the manufacturer.

DISADVANTAGES: Non-standard

sockets easily damaged/Too
complex lor the beginner.

DISADVANTAGES: Has had

reliability problems/ Limited choice

of software.

SUMMARY: A well-constructed

machine with a keyboard that is

pleasing to use.

SUMMARY: This machine is widely

expandable, and is a very

competitive lap- held

microcomputer. Includes RS232
port

SUMMARY: A well-constructed

computer that is a good choice for

a beginner. The keys are long and

narrow, but reliable and pleasing to

use.

6 THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE
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COMMODORE 64 COMMODORE VIC 20 DRAGON 32 EPSON HX20
TYPICAL PRICE: f?99

STANDARO MEMORY: 64 K

HPICAL PRICE: £130 inc. extras TYPICAL PRICE: £1 75 TYPICAL PRICE: M&6

EXPANDABLE TO: Non-expandable

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV,

monitor, disk drive, printer, joystick.

STANDARD MEMORY: 5K

EXPANDABLE TO: 32K

STANDARD MEMORY: 32K

EXPANDABLE TO: 64 K

CONNECTS TO: Cassette. TV,

monitor, disk drive, printer,

joysticks

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV,

printer, monitor, joystick,

STANDARD MEMORY: 16K

EXPANDABLE TD: 32 K

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, printer,

modern, plug- in cartridges.

ADVANTABES: Very fast screen

graphics/Clear sound.

DISADVANTAGES: The basic can

oflen be awkward.

ADVANTAGES: Typewriter-style

keyboard/ROM cartridge options/

Good quality sound/Wide choice of

software.

ADVANTAGES: Typewriter-style

keyboard/Fast BASic/Sottware

normally interchangeable with

Tandy Color Computer.

ADVANTAGES: Typewriter-slyle

keyboard/Built-in display, printer

and cassette/Good software and
jnaintenance support.

DISADVANTAGES: Small standard

memory size.

DISADVANTAGES: Power socket

easily damaged/Unconventional

sockets for connecting peripherals.

DISADVANTAGES: Built-in display

limited to lour lines at a time/Will

not connect to a TV or monitor in

the UK,

SUMMARY: As a home computer

the Commodore 64 is good value. It

can also be used as a business

machine, but this requires

expensive add-ons.

SUMMARY: Very popular, but

cheaper and equally powerful

machines provide more memory
Needs the memory expanded to

fulfil its capabilities.

SUMMARY: Although not

outstanding in any way. a fairly

priced and very popular machine.

S1MMARY: Among the best-

designed of portable computers. It

includes an RS232 port and an
expansion port,

SINCLAIR ZX81 SINCLAIR SPECTRUM SORD M5 Tl 99/4A
TYPICAL PRICE: £45

STANDARD MEMORY: 1 K + 16K

EXPANDABLE TO: 56 K

TYPICAL PRICE: £99/1 25

STANDARD MEMORY: 16K/48K

EXPANDABLE TO: 40 K

TYPICAL PRICE: £150

STANDARD MEMORY: 4K

HPICAL PRICE: £150

STANDARD MEMORY: 16K

EXPANDABLE TO: 36 K EXPANDABLE TO: 52K
CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV,

Microprinter,

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV,

Microdrive, modem. Microprinter,

joysticks.

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV,

printer, monitor, joystick, plug- in

cartridges.

CONNECTS TO: Cassette, TV,

monitor, joystick

ADVANTAGES: User definable

characters add versatility/Very

reasonably priced/ 1ncludes 16K
RAM pack.

ADVANTAGES: Very reasonably

priced for a colour computer/Wide
variety of games and other

software available.

ADVANTAGES: Wei I -constructed/

Power-on indicator.

ADVANTAGES: Typewriter-style

keyboard,

DISADVANTAGES: Touch-pad
keyboard/Small size of machine
makes it awkward to use.

SUMMARY: This computer lacks

sophistication, but can be vastly

improved by using a selection of

the add-ons available

DISADVANTAGES: Very poor

keyboard/Barely audible sound/
Temperamental tape load/Gets very

hot after prolonged use,

DISADVANTAGES: Keys too

' rubberyV Limited BASIC,

DISADVANTAGES: Extremely slow

BASIC/Limited choice of software.

SUMMARY: Very easy to use with

an enormous choice of software

and add-ons. This is an excellent

choice for the beginner.

SUMMARY: This is an expensive

machine to expand. A fuller, and
better, basic is planned for the

future,

summary: The lack of software

and the slow basic make this an
unpopular machine. However, at

£150 il is reasonably priced

THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE 7



lardware

SettingUpYour System
You need extra hardware for two-way communication with
your computer, to store programs — and for some games

Printer Disk Drives
A printer is required when paper copies

of programs or printed results

from the computer are needed. There are

several different types of printer the

price reflects

the speed

and quality of

printing

Like cassettes, disk drives store programs

Instead of a cassette, a 'floppy disk'

is used. Disk drives are much more

expensive than cassette

recorders but they store more

Information and work

much faster. Generally

drives are necessary

lor business

computing

Casse
Reco
The domestic audio

cassette recorder prov

a low-tost way of

saving prograhw^The prog

Is stored in the computer's

memory while the compuleTts~M^tf

When the power is switched off

the contents of this memory

disappear.

Before this the program cmm
recorded on audjdPtissette tape.

and playjdjvack

into the cjflputer when

ft is nefded again

This is used to play games.

By rolling the ball in its holder a game

piece can be moved aro

the screen. It provides

much finer, faster, more

accurate positioning

than joysticks and is more

comfortable to use,

Buttons are provided

for firing

lasers' and so on C7

The computer is the heart of the computer

system, though it needs extrasj

elp II communicate with the user,

a keyboard similar to that on a

typewriter, but with some extra keys.

Several sockets are

provided (usually on the bac

the computer) to connect

II to other machines such

as the cassette

ecorderor disk drive and

the television set

8 THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE

An ordinary television

set allows the

computer to divplay messages.

And wheeyfou are

anything you

the keyboard

will also appear on the screen.

The monitor shown behind

the television is designed to

II better-qualify pictures

with more detail

Joystick
These are similar to the

controls found

on some arcade games.

Their actual use

depends of the game being

d with them.

control a spaceship

a character in

maze, tor example.

Some joysticks

have a "pad' of 10 or

more buttons (set out like

a calculator);

how these are used

again depends on

the game

being played



Software

Controlling Computers
Your computer 'hardware' won't run without the aid of
appropriate 'software 3

. We explain this crucial term — and
how to assess the software you find in the shops

Software is the invisible half of a computer sys-

tem. Without software, the computer is no more
than an inert mass of electronic machinery.

Without software, the computer can do literally

nothing.

Peek inside the silicon chips ofa computer and
you will find they consist of thousands, perhaps

millions, ofmicroscopic electronic switches. Just

as a light switch cannot turn a light on or off by
itself, the switches in a computer need to be made
to turn on or off. They don't all turn on or off

together, however. Each individual switch needs

to be specifically turned on (or off) and in exactly

the right sequence in relation to all the other thou-

sands of switches. Software is how that is done.

Software is the name given to the instructions

which make the computer work. These instruc-

tions are in the form ofnumbers which, when pre-

sented to the CPU (the heart ofthe computer; see

page4), set and reset the internal switches lo cause

specific things to happen. These numbers are only

'understood' by the computer when they are in so-

called binary form (converted into ones and zeros

as explained on page 28).

These ones and zeros which the computer
understands (in the sense that they make it per-

form specified tasks) are the end product ofa long
chain of events that started as ideas in the mind of

the program writer. A computer program ('pro-

gram* is the word for any particular single piece of
software) can exist in many different forms. The
only definite thing we can say about any program
is that it must end up in the form the computer
understands. Let's take a specific example. Sup-

pose a traffic engineerwants to control a set oftraf-

fic lights using a computer. To do this the control-

ling computer will need a program to make it

instigate the correct sequence of events (it's no
good having all the lights on green at the same
time!). But before this software can be written, the

engineer has to think carefully about what exactly

it is he wants the computer to do. Usually, these

ROM
ROM (Read Only Memory) is

one of the main kinds of

computer memory devices. A
product of the silicon chip

revolution, it allows computer

programs to be stored

permanently. Most home

computers are supplied will) a

ROM chip containing the basic

programming language. Other

ROMs can be bought for some
computers lo upgrade their

performance by adding another

language. Word processor

ROMs, which turn the

computer into an 'intelligent

typewriter
1

, are also available

CASSETTE
Software is often supplied on

cassette tape identical to that

used h recording sound.

Games programs usually come
in this lorrrt A program is fed

from the tape into the

computer by connecting the

machine to an ordinary

cassette recorder and 'playing'

the program cassette, the tape

is stopped when the program

has been loaded and the

computer normally does not

need to 'look' at it again

FLOPPY DISK
Software (programs) can be

stored by recording it on a disk

of magnetic film. The recording

is made in 'tracks' on the

surface, like the bands on an

ordinary LP, by a magnetic

'read/write' head, which also

"reads' (plays back) the

program when required Disks

offer a large capacity and a

high speed of operation, which

have to be paid for they need

sophisticated 'disk drives' (see

ijiige Bi which arc expensive

CARTRIDGE
A cartridge is essentially a

ROM packaged in a

convenient housing. Some
home computers have readily

accessible sockets into which

these cartridges can be

plugged. The software that

comes on cartridges lends to

be either a programming

language (such as basic) or

sophisticated arcade-style

games

To make your computer work,

it needs lo be "fed" with

software (a set of electronic

instructions), Hie devices

pictured here are the 'media'

on which those instructions

can be stored. They represent

the four commonest ways in

which software is supplied.

Each has its own special

advantages Software is

tailored for each make of

computer — a program written

for one make win not

necessarily work on another

THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE 9



FIRMWARE
The origin ol the term

'hardware' is obvious: it's

the physical and electronic

part (A the computer — the

power supply connections,

keyboard, silicon chips and

soon In contrast, software

takes its name from its

intangible nature, since it

consists simply ol a set ol

instructions- Computer

experts also talk about

'firmware'. In the early days

of computing. 20 to 30
years ago. software was

coded and stored on

punched paper tape ol the

kind familiar to telex

operators. Then cassettes

and magnetic disks took the

place of paper tape. In the

1970s a new technique lor

storing software in ROMs
(purpose-designed) chips—
see page 4} was invented

ROM chips have the

software instructions built

into them during the

manufacturing stage It is

this combination of

'intangible" software and

'concrete' hardware that is

called firmware

would be written down using ordinary English

sentences (e.g.: At this point 1 want signal number
one to turn on the orange light whilst keeping on
the red light. Then I want both the red and orange
lights to go ofT and the green light to come on).

Clearly, these sentences are not in a form any
computer could understand sothey need to be eon-
verted into a program. He uses a programming
language such as basic. A language or this kind

allows logically arranged thoughts (in English) to

be rewritten in a way that the basic interpreter can
understand. The basic interpreter is itself a pro-

gram whichconvertstheoriginal program (written

in basic) into the form understood by the com-
puter's central processing unit (CPU). Software

in this form is called "machine language" or

'machine code'.

The software you actually buy to use with your

computer will always be in machine language and
it is stored in a form readily accessible to the com-
puter. Sometimes the software is stored in ROM
memory inside the computer. More commonly it

is supplied on cassette or on floppy disk. These
objects are not the software itself, simply the

'media' in which the software is supplied. To be

used by the computer, the software has to be

transferred from the cassette (or floppy disk or
ROM) into the computer. Once these instructions

have been loaded ( as the process of transferring

the software is called) the program can start to

operate.

Buying Software
With a couple ofthousand pounds in the bank, you
might possibly say to yourself"! think 1*11 buy a

car". It's most unlikely anyone would say " I think

Til buy a machine" because the obvious question

would be "What kind ofmachine? What's it sup-

posed to do?"
It's the same with software, A computer by

itself is inert, but the software you buy to use with

the computer is capable of turning it into a home
arcade game, an automated typewriter or an in-

house accountant. So the first thing to decide is

what you want your computer to do for you.
Start with the problem and then find the soft-

ware that provides the solutions. In the search for

the right piece ofsoftware, there will naturally be a
refining process as you analyse your actual needs.

Ifthe starting point is how to entertain the kidson a

Sunday afternoon, the next stage is to find out

what kind of programs are likely to provide that

entertainment. Computergames range from arcade-

style slaughter of aliens to complex and challeng-
ing fantasy simulations (see page 32). If an arcade-

style game is what you want the computer to pro-

vide, the next question is whether or not it's avail-

able for your machine.
Since the differences between computers are

more than skin deep (each computer has its own
electronics inside and requires individually written

software) there is virtually no compatibility

between models. A program that works on the

HandleWords

Word
Processing
With word processing software,

your computer takes you one

stage beyond the typewriter. Even

good typists make mistakes, but

with a word processor you can

have perfectly printed letters every

time and increased productivity

too

The computer keyboard lakes

the pface of the keys on the

typewriter, the television screen

substitutes for the paper in the

typewriter. The words you type

appear instantly on the screen.

just as they do on the paper m a

typewriter. But (here the

similarities end and the power ol

the computer takes over.

Mistakes can be corrected

instantly — on the screen. Words

can be retyped or made to

disappear. Even whole paragraphs

can be deleted. Word processors

do more than just delete words,

though. If your thoughts couW be

expressed better by rearranging

sentences, you can do exactly

that, right there on the screen The

words or sentences you want to

move around the 'page' are

temporarily deleted (the word

processor program takes them

off the screen and stores them

inside the computer's memory).

They can then be inserted

exactly where you wanl them

When the document has been

written exactly the way you want,

it can be printed using the

computer printer, or it can be

stored on cassette or floppy disk

lor later use

IOTHE HOME COMPUTER COURSE



ire

Balance
The Books

Accounts
Package
Since computers can handle

mathematical operations, it is hardly

surpris ng that many programs are

available to help the businessman

The range of accounting software

is impressive, from automated

bookkeeping to full accounting.

Programs like these usually have

to handle large amounts of

information and need to store large

numbers of records. Consequently

they usually require at least one

floppy disk drive to cope with the

large storage requirements

Accounting programs generally

work through a system ot questions

(displayed on the computer screen)

and answers (supplied by the

compute* operatorY The information

'.y::::.: in by Ihe operator is

manipulated by the computer

program all the necessary

calculations are done and the results

are stored on the floppy disk or

printed on the printer as appropriate

Such programs include Ihe

automatic issuing of invoices,

reordering of stock, keeping ledgers

and keeping track of work in

progress. Prices of software range

from about £50 to well over £ 1 000

per program Such expensive

software may be a good westment

for a business as it saves on labour

costs and gives quicker results

what DO I

WANT MY
COMPUTER
TO DO?

Databases
Computers can search through

files of inlormation far quicker

than people can: the more massive

Ihe amount of information you

need to search through, the more a

computer can help At its simplest

(and cheapest) a database may be

little more than a computerised

address book that can look up

names, addresses and telephone

numbers. More sophisticated and

expensive database programs can

perform far more complex operations.

To give an idea ol the power of

a database, consider a botanist

who is compiling information for a

book on exotic and poisonous

mushrooms. He will have built up

extensive files on various species

and their habitats He may also

have notes on a wide variety of

reference books, and an endless

hst of individual specialists.

Before the days of an affordable

computer, this information would

have been written out on cards

and filed m a card index system

With a database program and a
computer, the information can all

be stored in the computers memory

Using the power of the database.

the botanist can get instant answers

to his problems. II he needs to

have a list of all the fungi ever

recorded in Sussex, the database

can give i. to him If he needs a

list in alphabetical order of alt the

books containing the word 'poison'

or "poisonous and 'mushroom',

"musftooms' or 'fungf, Ihe database

can give him that too.

Databases need to handle

massive amounts of inlormation

and are usually available only on

floppy disks. They tend to be

expensive, with prices ranging from

£50 to over £500 per progiam

Handle
Numbers

Spreadsheets
The spreadsheet is Ihe computer's

answer to all those 'what if questions

thai used to be tackled with a

caicufator and reams of paper. Any
business with a product to sell has

many variables Changing any one

of them will generally affect most

ol the others.

Consider the Questions a cinema

proprietor might ask. "If all the

seats were sold, how cheap could

we make the seat price?" or

"Would we get more revenue by

reducing the price of ice cream

with the same number ol usherettes,

or should we increase the price

and employ two more people?".

Each decision is likely to affect

the entire business— lower prices

may mean increased sales but

lower profits A spreadsheet is a

special program that can give instant

results to questions like these

All the essential numbers to be

manipulated are arranged in a grid

of rows and columns and the

relationship between each row and

column is specified (for example,

the numbers m each row of cohimn

C is the result of subtracting the

number in column A from the

number in column 8). Once all the

real and hypothetical data is

assembled, any single figure can

be altered and the 'impact' on all

the other numbers can be seen

instantly.

The people who use spread-

sheets are usually businessmen

working out costings or engineers

and scientists with very variable

numerical data to manipulate.

Spreadsheets range in price from

£30 to over £500 and usually

require both disk drives and a

printer

Entertain

Play Games
Computers are not only good for

processing numbers and words.

They can also provide many hours

of entertainment if used with one

of the many games programs

available These cover a wide

range from chess and backgammon

to arcade style games and

simulations (such as 'lunar lander'

and flight simulators) There are

also extraordinarily complex

adventure games that can take

days or weeks to ptey (see page

14) Many computer games are

not only fun, but have considerable

educational value too.

Computer games are highly

interactive in other words, they

require constant attention and

input from the player, This input is

usually via the keyboard; a key

might be used to fire a 'laser' or a

"missile' or to control the movement

of something on the screen The

number of keys used will vary,

depending on the game being played

and how much control the program

requires.

A popular alternative to

keyboard input is the joystick

These are plugged into the computer

and operate somewhat like aircraft

joysticks They give greater control,

and make playing computer games

even more fun
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m Softwai

Ready-To-Wear

Software
Most rjfRhe-sheif software is

sold as a disk or cassette with a

manual describing how to use

and get the most from the

program. Apple Writer s a typical

word processor program costing

£120. It comprises a single

floppy disk and a comprehenswe

manual explaining how to use

me program The manual

includes a quick tutorial so that

beginners can start to use I right

away. Standards oi

documentation vary enormously.

Some software comes with

manuals so incomplete and badly

written that the software may be

difficult or impossible to use. It's

an tipoftant pcant to watch out

(or when shopping lor software

Atari 800 will not work on the Spectrum ( unless a

special Spectrum version has been produced), so

you have to buy software that has been produced

specifically for your machine.

Even now you're not ready to make a purchase.

The next considerations are the physical limita-

tions of your machine. Check how much memory
your computer has. If it has 1 6K ofROM see ifthe

game you want needs extra memory to be added.

As a rule, the more interesting and sophisticated

games require longer programs, so you will need
more memory in the computer. And don*t forget

that software comes in a numberofdifferent physi-
cal forms (see previous page). Ifa program is sup-

plied only on floppy disk, but all you possess is a

cassette player, you will not be able to use it

without first buying a costly disk drive. Some
software (particularly games) requires other extras

sueh asjoysticks. You are not Iikely to need a prin-

ler for your games, but business software frequent-

ly requires one in order to print results.

Finally, there's how much you can afford.

Games on cassette start at under£5 , but prices can

rise rapidly after that. Some business packages on

disk cost hundreds of pounds.

Types of Software

In some ways, games are a class apart. The func-

tion ofa game, after all. is to entertain. Most other

software is designed to make a particular job

easier and quicker. The ways in which writers of

software have managed to increase profitability

and efficiency are legion. Considerthe poor copy-

typist whose ability doesn't satisfy the boss. With

a microcomputer and a piece of software called a

word processor, the computer takes the place of

the typewriter and the corrections are all made on
screen. Once all the words are seen to be correct,

the whole page can be printed out on paper,

automatically and at the touch of a switch. The
savings in time and frustration are enormous.

Another tiresome task that lends itself to com-

puterisation is financial administration. Many of

the activities that used to keep armies of clerks

busy — working out salaries and balancing the

company books — can now be performed by

specially written software. The programs them-

selves are quite specialised, so it's unlikely that a

single piece of software will answer all of a busi-

nesses needs. Categories include 'payroll' pro-

grams to calculate wages and print pay slips,

'stock control* programs to keep tabs on what

goods have been sold or used (sometimes the pro-

gram can order new stocks automatically) and
there are even programs to help work out the most

economical sizes and qualities of paper on which

to print books and magazines.

Another task computers can do spectacularly

well is to file and sort information. This type of

program is called a 'database'. Databases can

replace whole filing cabinets and can do all the

arranging and cross-referencing for you.

The final broad category of software is that

known as the * spreadsheet
1

. A spreadsheet pro-

gram allows complicated budgets or financial

forecasts to be laid out and endlessly tinkered

with, replacing reams of paper and the familiar

calculator.

All the types of software we have been talking

about are sold 'offthe peg". They are ready-made

in the sense that the original writer had a specific

set of solutions in mind for the problems as he or

she envisaged them. There may come a lime,

however, when no piece of commercially avail-

able software wi 1 1 make you rcomputer do ex actSy
what's needed — and then what do you do? One
solution, albeit an expensive one, is to hire a com-
puter programmer to write a program exactly

tailored to your needs. The other way is to learn

how to write programs yourself. Armed with a

language such as basic it is possible to generate

programs that make your computer do all kinds of

amazingthings. And the only expense is the time it

takes you to write the program.
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Feedback

Questions And
Answers
Questions about computing that often spring to mind but
are rarely answered in the manuals and magazines

What can a home
computer be used for,,

apart from playing games?
Home computers arc used

to run small businesses,

handle accounts, do word
processing, and can even
keep records of golf club

members and their

handicaps, or help in

designing interiors. These
are fairly typical of the uses

to which home computers
are put. More generally, the

uses can be classified as

handling numbers, handling

words, storing information

and displaying information

in a way that suits the user.

computer. With several

computers costing less than

£100, it is unlikely that

prices can drop much below

this level.

Computers seem to be

getting smaller and
cheaper. When and where
is this process likely to

stop?

Computers are getting

smaller as technology

continues to advance. The
electronic components
inside are getting smaller,

but the keyboard cannot

drastically change its size.

It must remain large enough
to be used by our fingers.

For this reason, computers

are unlikely to become
much smaller until the

traditional keyboard is

replaced by other ways of

communicating with the

Is BASIC a difficult

language to learn?

Basic itself is not at all

difficult to learn. By
comparison with English,

which after all is a language

that wc have all learnt,

BASIC is a small language

with rigid rules. This makes
it much easier to learn than

a foreign language.

Although the elements of

basic are easy to learn, it is

not so easy to write very

long and complicated

programs.

When should I start

learning BASIC?
The best time to start is

when you need to. It may be

that the computer can be

made to do exactly what
you want by running a

program that you can buy.

In that case, you don't need
to learn BASIC at all.

Unfortunately, programs

you can buy do not always

do exactly what you want.

By learning a little basic

you can sometimes adapt

them to your needs. In the

end, though, to make the

computer do all the things

you want, so that it really is

a personal computer, you
need to start learning BASIC
as soon as possible.

A monitor seems to be

more expensive than a

television. What extra do I

get for the money?
You get a much clearer and
crisper display on its screen.

If you expect to spend any
length of time using your
computer, a lot of it will be

spent looking at the screen,

and you will be less likely to

get a headache if it is clear

and easy to read. Besides

this, any graphic images

you create with the

computer will look better on
a monitor.

How much electricity does
a home computer use?
Less than a 60 watt light

bulK

The advertisements seem
to tell me that I can use my
computer to help with my
children's education. Is

this really true?

Yes. They can also help

educate adults. The
Department of Education

and Science has done its

best to ensure that every

school in the country has a

computer, so they are

bound to play an

increasingly bigger role in

education. The key to using

them as a learning aid lies in

having suitable software.

There are many drill

programs to teach

multiplication tables and
spelling, for example. This
is not a particularly

stimulating way to use the

computer, however, A more
imaginative educational use

is through the LOGO
language. LOGO allows

children to learn by
exploring a so-called

microworld and by carrying

out experiments to see what
happens. Here, the child

learns by actually

programming the computer.

For more on computing for

children, see page 34.

Some computers, like the

Spectrum, have rubber
4

calculator- style'

keyboards; others, like the

Dragon, have 'typewriter-

style' keyboards. What
difference does this make?
Very little, unless you are a

trained typist, in which case

you can type in your BASIC

programs at great speed on
a 'typewriter- style'

keyboard, but not so rapidly

on the other kind.
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tnSoftware

Games People Play
Dungeons and dragons, stock markets and space flights,

excitement and education — all are in computer games

Most people play games on their computers, and

the world of computer games is a fascinating

kaleidoscope of excitement, puzzling problems,

and new challenges.

The videogames machines in the arcades and in

the home are be ingovertaken bycheapand power-
ful home computers that give more variety and
thrills without taking all your savings while you

learn how to play. These home computer games
have introduced more people to the fun ofcomput-
ing than any business accounting software ever

did or will. There's no need to feel you're misusing

the machine. Games are there to be enjoyed.

Adventure

Not all games need to have colour pictures and

sound to be addicli ve. A whole new range ofgames

player's character can "take', 'drop", 'turn' or
4

break' the objects, orcan try any action that might

seem helpful. The player can try anything. The
only limit is the imagination.

The world inside the computerprogram can be a
maze of caves and dungeons packed with treasures

and monsters, as in the popular "Dungeons and
Dragons' role-playing games. Or it can be a deser-

ted alien spacecraft or even a country house
where a murder needs to be solved.

Whatever the scenario* the player has to

explore, find useful objects and treasure, and solve

intellectual puzzles. The computer world needs to

be mapped, and a full score comes only when all

problems have been overcome and all treasures

has appeared with the spread of cheap computer

power, games that stimulate the imagination with

words in the way that books have always done.

These are called 'adventure' games, after the

first program that was written for programmers to

play on their giant mainframe computers in their

spare time. The idea is that the program creates a

world that the player explores by guiding an alter

ego; but the guiding is done with words typed on

the keyboard rather than with joysticks.

The little character inside the computer's world

is moved by typing direction s I ike ' north' and ' up'

,

and the computer gives word pictures of the sur-

roundings and any objects lying around. The

14 THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE

found. The best adventure games are like a good

novel, and it can take much longer to complete one
than to read the book.

Board And Table

Itwas natural for the old favourite board and table

games to be transferred to home computers as

soon as the technology could handle it. There is no
need to find an opponent when the computer can

handle thatjob, and ifyou make a wrong move you
can correct it without the computer accusing you
of cheating. The machine can also improve your
game by pointing out and correcting any mistakes
you make during play.

Computer chess has reached a very good start-



E
dard, and home computer graphics can now pro-

duce complete and detailed board layouts with

smooth piece movement. Draughts has been com-
pletely analysed, and a computer program could
easily be the world champion. Backgammon,
Bridge, Othello, Pontoon and Go have all been
made available on a variety of home machines.
Computers make strong opponents on board,
table or screen.

Learning Through Play

Several software companies specialise in

educational games, with the computer setting tests

and puzzles and providing the reward of a game if

the answer is right. Or a game may just look like a

game, but also have educational information

embedded in it about adding up, spelling, or even

Grand Strategy

the law of supply and demand.
A favourite game is one in which children guide

a pen- holding robot, known as a * turtle* because of
its shape, over a sheet of paper. In this way they

have fun drawing pictures and are learning geo-

metry at the same time.

Games that require thought and planning, the

deviousness and single-mindedness of a great

general, have also moved onto the micro.

The player can be any general in any war,

deploying armies and trying to out-think and out-

plan the computer opponent. The computer is at

its best acting as the umpire and the board con-

troller, as it cuts out the densely written rules and
easily lost cardboard pieces that have kept board
wargames a minority cult.

Alternatively, the player can be the king of a

small country, working out how to husband the

crops and treasure while keeping the workers

happy and fed and keeping robbers out of the

fields.

1 Wizardry: Step into a

mysterious world. Your

companions can help. But who
lo choose? A warrior, a maiden

or a scientist*?

2 Backgammon Your

opponenl in this game is

backed by a formidable power
— the relem less logic of the

computer

3 ABC Dragon: An
educational game for children

4 Zaxxon: One of the original

arcade games. The screen

becomes the pilot's

windscreen as he weaves his

way through missiles and

dogfights to his goal!'

5 Eastern Front: Perhaps you

can succeed in Russia where

Hitler failed

6 Aircraft flight simulation:

Fly the plane or crash!

Equally, the player can be in charge of acom-
try"s energy supplies, weighing the costs of coal,

oil and nuclear power against their dangers and
long-term effects. The computer can help you take

the long view, and perfect your world takeover

schemes.

Arcade-style

High Flying

Arcade-style games are games for fast action and
movement and have drawn billions of coins

through the slots of video machines. On home
computers you can play all the arcade favourites,

with swooping invaders, hopping frogs, digging

miners and giant gorillas.

But the software companies have games ideas

of their own and have come up with games that

match the arcades for excitement and spectacular

graphics. With a home computer there is a wider
choice of fast and thrilling arcade-style games, all

ready to be played when you want, and with no
hungry cash slot gaping. These games lest home
computers — and programmers — to their limits.

Games programs can put you in the cockpit of a

light aircraft, reading the instruments and hand-
ling the controls to make perfect take-offs and
landings at a variety ofsimulations ofreal airports;

they can make you pilot ofa space shuttle mission,

jomplcte with views of the Earth through the

portholes; or they can make you a Rockefeller-

style tycoon on the stock markets of the world,

making and breaking the giant corporations.

Accuracy is all in simulation games. Follow the

rules ofthe real world, and the game will show you
what would really happen. But make a mistake,

and you don't find yourself trapped in tangled

wreckage or having to take a plunge from a Wall
Street balcony. Computers are more forgiving

than the real world!
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The Small Print
You can't judge a book by its cover— but you can tell a lot

about a micro by its technical specification

The keyboard is specially

designed to be easy and

pleasant to use. Its keys have

the standard typewriter-style

layout. The character on any

key can be displayed

repeatedly by keeping the key

depressed Capitals and

ordinary letters can tie

displayed and a separate

group of keys (numeric

keypad) is provided lor

entering numbers

Interlaces

There are special sockets

through which a printer.

communications equipment, a

cassette recorder and

cartridges can connect to

the computer. A cartridge

is a special ROM which can

contain a program, a language

or even a new 0/S (operating

system)

The computer's resident

language provides commands
lor using the sound and

graphics facilities It checks

instructions grven to it to

ensure that they are correct: if

they are wrong it produces an

error message Screen dump
reproduces the screen on the

printer. Extra basic commands
are provided to ensure that

programs are written with

good 'structure'—meaning

that they are easy to read and

correct

The displays created by

Teletext and Viewdata can be

shown on the screen which

has 256 rows each containing

640 dots lor displaying

graphics. Perspective views ol

three dimensional objects can

be created and shown

•Isplay

The ASCII (American Standard

Code for Information

Interchange) character set is a

standard set oi letters,

numbers and symbols used by

many computers. On some

computers the screen displays

these charaCM i" M
columns and 25 rows. The

picture can be shown on a

television or a special monitor

The CPU is the Central

processing Unit — the silicon

chip that is the heart of the

computer. This one a Zilog

Z80 microprocessor, is one of

the most common The clock

that limes all its operations

can measure as accurately as

2,2 million times a second

Send

Individual notes or chords can

be played over a range of five

octaves, and the sound signal

can be played through a hi-fi

system

Peripherals Atalliblt

The units that can be attached

to the computer include a

cassette recorder, floppy disk

drive and a hard disk drive All

three store programs and data

A dot matrix or a letter quality

printer, a plotter and a digitiser

for graphical output and input.

can be used lor producing

words and pictures, and

joysticks can be attached lor

games A modem is a device

for allowing computers to

communicate by telephone

The numbers give memory

capacity in kilobytes, or

thousands ol bytes. ROM
(Read Only Memory) contains

the facilities needed for the

fundamental operation ol the

computer, usually including a

language such as basic. RAM
(Random Access Memory) is

for storing the user's programs

and data

features of "TYPICAL" Computer

•% Memory 16 Kbvie s ROM, 32 Kbytes RAM.
capable of addressing 48 Kbytes
RAM

- Display Can display ASCII character set 25
row* each with 80 character posv
lions, outputs to domestic TV &
monitor

# CPU Z80 running at 2. 2 MHz
-• Keyboard Ergonomic design, QWERTY

keyboard, repeat facility, upper &
lower case numeric keypad

- Interface* Printer interface, communications
interface, cassette port, cartridge
slot

BASIC Sound and graphics commands,
syntax checking, error messages,
screen dump, stnurtured features

Graphics Teletext and viewdata
compatible, max. resolution of 640 x
256. 3-d effect

Music synthesiser, 5 octaves, hi-fi

output

Cassette unit, floppy disk drives,

hard disk drive, printers, plotter,

digitiser, joystick, modem, speech
synthesiser

<• Languages rORTH. pascal logo, lisp prolog,
available assembler

Sound

—— Peripheral*
available

These computer languages can

be used instead of basic; each

is well suited to a particular

kind of application. Assembler

is a kind of programming

language that b more difficult

to learn (than basic for

example) but it makes
programs 'run' much faster

1* THE HOME COMPUTER COURSE



Sinclair Spectrum^B^mm

Superb colour graphics and the unique Microdrive storage
system at an amazingly low price are the star features of

the Spectrum — but beware the keyboard

The Sinclair Spectrum is a small personal com-

puter with colour graphics, the ability to produce

sounds and a large memory. The main reason for

its success is that it is cheap— the 16K version of

the Spectrum was the first colour computer to be

sold for under£ 100. The low cost ofthe Spectrum
has resulted in high volume sales which, in turn,

have led to the existence ofcompanies producing

programs to be run on the Spectrum and extras

that can be added to it.

The Spectrum offers a large amount ofmemory
to its users, up to 48K in fact, so that it can act as a

vehicle for longprograms written in the machine's

own basic computer language. These programs

can be ready-written (stored on cassette, ordisks),

or they can be written by the Spectrum's users.

The Spectrum's version of BASIC, like that of

almost any other personal computer, has its own
distinctive features, but it is sufficiently close to

the generally accepted standard version of basic

to be familiar to any BASIC programmer.

The facilities of the Spectrum for producing

sounds and for creating graphics can both be con-

trolled from BASIC. The SpcctrunVs control of

sound is fairly primitive, using the appropriately

named BEEP command. With some ingenuity it

can be made to produce a small repertoire ofsound

effects. In contrast, the colour graphics capabili-

ties arc very impressive. They permit the creation

ofdisplays with features ranging from the cleverly

named PAPER and INK commands for the control

of background and foreground colours to com-
mands for drawing circles and causing areas ofthe
screen to flash on and off.

The ready-written programs that are avail-

able for the Spectrum include a tremendous

variety of games. These range from the ever-

popular Space Invaders and Pac-Man types

to adventure games and flight simulators,

and can display startling originality in

their conception.

The Spectrum's capability lor expansion has

been satisfied tosome extent by Sinclair itselfwith

the provision of a supporting printer and storage

system, the ZX Printer and ZX Microdrive.

However, many other manufacturers provide

add-ons for it, and these include joysticks, inter-

faces with which it can control or communicate
with other equipment, typewriter-style keyboards,

and sound and speech synthesisers.

The Sinclair

The Spectrin his

liw cost keybo a rd with

limited movement In the keys.

Sinclair opted tor an improve-

men! over the flit keyboard

ollheZXBl hut with out

incurring Hie extra com «T a

full mating keyboard.

The Spectrum's keyboard

uses a single moulded piece

of rubber incorporating the

keytops. which protrude

through the casing. When a

key Is pressed it closes a

contact underneath. The

computer itien recognises that

a key has been pressed and

p crates the appropriate

character. The means to pep

the key ip again is provided

by the elasticity of the rubber

sheet, which is stretched

when the key is depressed.

This design technique has

cut down the cost of the

keyboard and has helped

make the Spectrum the law

cost computer it is
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Tilt ZX M i era d ri »

c

The ZX Microdrive connects lo the Spectrum via an interface

attached to the rear ol the base of the machine. II provides

1 00 Kbytes ol storage and the average time needed to access

stored material is 3-5 seconds

The ZX Printer

The ZX Printer plugs directly into the Spectrum. Lt prints nine

tines of text to the inch. The printer also produces graphics by

printing the graphics characters. The contents of the screen

can be copied out on the printer using the COPY command

Clack

This electronic clock beats 3.5

million times a second to pro-

vide the timing reference for

the operations carried out

within the Spectrum

Vliee Chip

The integrated circuit produces

the colour signal that is sent to

the modulator to produce the

display on a televison screen

I fin RAM

This is the memory of the

Spectrum. The 16K size is

made up from 2K memory
chips arranged in a row of 8

Sir Clfve SiKlair

Sir CIwe Sinclair founded his

first company, Sinclair

Radionics, in 1962. The

introduction ol the first pocket

calculator, the Executive, in

1972 confirmed his flair for

miniaturising and styling pop-

ular products, as well as that

lor selling them in huge

nonrtbeis. In 1979 Sir Clive left

Sinclair Radionics and founded

Sinclair Research. In 1980 he

developed the ZX80. followed

a year later by a modified and

improved version, Ihe ZX81.

These were both monochrome

computers, but 1982 saw the

arrival ol ihe ZX Spectrum. In

1 983 Sinclair established his

own research centre in Cam-
bridge-

User Memory

This is the memory which is

provided with the computer

lor the programmer to store

programs and data The

smaller of the standard alloca-

tions is 1 6 Kbytes, the larger

is 48 Kbytes

HUM
This large aluminium plate

dissipates any unwanted

power as heat. The Spectrum

will become hot after being left

on for a long time, which

means that this plate is doing

its job

Keyboard Socket

This is where the keyboart

plugs into the mam compu

I* THE HOME COMPUTER COURSEi



Hardware Focus
|P-"4

ModHlattr

This lakes the colour signal

from the video chip and con-

verts it to a signal of the same
type as that broadcast to the

aerial of a television set lo pro-

duce its display

Ear and Mienphone Sockets

These sockets are for use with

a cassette recorder to transfer

inhumation to the computer

fiom a cassette and vice

versa

Power Socket

This is where the nine volt.

power supply from the

Spectrum's power supply unit

is connected to the computer

Input/Output Chip

is converts inputs Irom the

keyboard and cassette unt to

a form suitable for use by the

computer, and changes infor-

mation from the computer to

the appropriate form when it is

lo be displayed on the screen

Edge Connector

This is where peripherals such

as the ZX Printer are attached

to the Spectium

Speaker

This small electric buzzer

generates the sounds which

the Spectrum can produce

Microprocessor

This is the computing engine

at the heart of the Spectrum. It

is a Zilog Z80A microprocessor

Basic Chip

This chip provides the Spec-

trum's basic programming

language It is a 16 Kbyte

ROM. The chip examines the

program instructions given to

the Spectrum and translates

them into a suitable form for

the microprocessor to carry

them qui

Voltage regulator

This accepts the nine volt

supply Irom the power socket

and converts it to the levels

needed by the various elec-

tronic components in the

Spectrum

SINCLAIR
SPECTRUM

16 Kbytes of RAM
expandable to 48 Kbytes. 16

Kbyte ROM containing BASIC

VIDEO 01 SPUT

24 lines with 32 character

positions, or 1 92 x 256 dots for

high resolution graphics. Both

modes have 8 colours

INTERFACES

TV connector, cassette

connector (no remote control),

28-pin edge connector for

connecting peripherals

LANGUAGE SUPPLIED

BASIC

OTHER LANGUAGES AVAILABLE

FORTH, PASCAL. LISP. LOGO,

PROLOG

COMES WITH

Power supply unit (but no plug),

aerial lead, cassette leads,

demonstration cassette,

2 manuals

KEYBOARD

40 moving keys all on a single

rubber sheet

DOCUMENTATION

The Spectrum comes with a thin

introductory manual on setting

up the machine and a more

substantial manual on basic

programming. The latter begins

with a tour of the keyboard that

really needs to be more detailed

to describe to the beginner how
the various shift keys are used.

The chapters on basic

programming demonstrate Ihe

Spectrum's capabilities with

numerous examples of individual

commands and a number of

short programs.

A series of appendices

provides a fairly complete

reference guide to the Spectrum

and its basic. The manuals are

well produced and give a

complete coverage, respectively,

of how to set up the Spectrum

and of the machine's capabilities
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ijH Basic Programming

Other

Languages
Basic is used by more people

on more microcomputers than

any oltoer programming

language. Bui basic is by no

means the only one. Before the

days ol microcomputers, when

most computing was done on

room-sized mainframe

computers, scientists and

engineers used a language

called fohtfwn, In the world ol

micros, other popular

languages include pascm.

forth, and LOGO

Pascal
Like basic, pascal was

developed primarily as a

teaching language for student

programmers. II is held in high

regard by leachers of

programming because it

encourages the writing ol well

thought out and elegant

programs. Pascal is usually

supplied on floppy disk and

tends to be expensive. A tow-

cost cassette version is

available for the Spectrum (or

under £30. The pascal

language can be used lor

writing large and sophisticated

programs

forth

Programs written in the foath

language look much less like

English than basic or pascal

Forth is also more difficult to

learn It has the advantage of

great power in the sense that

complex programs can be

written in a few lines. Foath

allows you to define your own

commands, whereas in basic

they are pre-defined

Lofo
Logo is a relatively new

language becoming popular in

education. II has the great

advantage ol being simple

enough for even quite young

children to learn It can help

(each programming techniques

and also encourages a logical

approach (o program design

Irom an early stage, Logo uses

'turtle' graphics which allow

pictures to be easily produced

on the screen. A mechanical

turtle (see page 34) can also

be connected to the computer.

Simple commands typed in on

the keyboard can move the

turtle and make it draw lines

and shapes

Simply Obeying Orders
Your computer will do exactly what you want when you
'talk' to it in the right way— and it won't make mistakes

It is perfectly possible for anyone to use a com-

puter — at home or at work — without knowing

anything at all about how the computer works.

Starting here. The Home Computer Course
begins a step-by-step series that explains, from the

beginni ng, all you need to know to be a h I e t< < e reate

your own computer programs successfully.

Many people find that after a while, the pre-

packaged programs and games they've bought for

their computer start to become a little boring and

they wonder ifthey can modify them or even write

their own. But a computer can do nothing by itself.

It must be given a list of instructions telling it in

minute detail exactly what to do and how to go

about achieving it. These instructions form what is

called a program and the art of creating them is

called programming.
There is nothing difficult about programming

You don't even have to begood at maths, unless, of

course, you want to write programs to perform

mathematical tasks. All you need to begin with is

to understand basic.

Your First Language

Most home computers arc provided with a built-in

computer language called BASIC, As its name

implies, it is designed to enable beginners to learn

the rudiments ofprogramming quickly and easily.

Like any human language. BASIC has it own gram

mar, vocabulary and syntax, although the vocab-

ulary is far smaller than that of English, BASIC

uses a number of short English words that are

easily recognisable and simple to learn. As a

general-purpose language it is suitable for both the

novice and the more experienced user.

But one drawback with the language is that over

the years, different computer manufacturers have

tended to include their own modifications. The

result is that there are a large number of variations

in BASIC, particularly regardingthe commands for

controllingthe more recently developed aspects of

the machine — such as colour, graphics and

sounds. Any variations of BASIC which occur in

the most popular computers are shown in the

Basic Flavours' box in each lesson.

Because of the variations in basic from com-

puter to computer, il is nearly impossible to write a

BASIC program ofany complexity that will run on

every computer. Fortunately, however, the Ian

guagc has a common core, which is usually the

same in all machines. We'll startby concentrating

on thai core, and as the course progresses we will

work steadily towards more complex programs.

The Initial Steps

Lef s begin by writing a small program and seeing

what happens. This one will show the computer

apparently making a mistake. Switch on the com-

puter and type in theprogram exactly as shown, in-

cluding all ihe spaces. The <CR> at the end of

each line is to remind you to hit Carriage Return,

On your computer, this key may be labelled

RETURN, ENTER or even f-
1

.

10 REM COMPUTERS NEVER MAKE
MiSTAKES<CR>

20 PRINT "TYPE IN A NUMBER"<CR>
30 INPUT A<CR>
40LETA=A + KCR>
50 PRINT"! THINK THE NUMBER YOU TYPED

WAS ";<CR>

60 PRINT A<CR>
70 END<CR>

Afteryou have typed it all in, type LIST< CR> . The

program you just typed should reappear on the

screen, LIST is an instruction to the computer to

'print' a listing of the program in memory. If the

program appeared on the screen properly after

typing LIST, we could try to RUN it. If you make a

mistake when typing in the program, don't worry.

After you have LISTed the program, simply retype

any line containinga mistake. Don't forget the line

number. Try typing

25 REM HERE IS ANOTHER 'REM* LINE<CR>

and then LIST the program again. To get rid ofthe

line, type the line number alone, followed by

<CR>. When you are satisfied the program has

been typed correctly, you can run' it by typing

RUN<CR>. Try this and you should see on the

screen:

TYPE IN A NUMBER

Go ahead and type a number. Try 1. (Use num-

erals— the computer wont recognise 'seven" as 7

unless we specially program it to do so.) If you

typed in 7. the screen should look like this:

I THINK THE NUMBER YOU TYPED WAS 8

Did the computer really make a mistake, or was it

simply obeying orders? Ifwe look at the program

line by linewe can see what each instruction made

the computer do. Here's the first line:

10 REM COMPUTERS NEVER MAKE MISTAKES

20 THE HOME COMPUTER COURSli



TWO SPECIAL OFFERS FROM SINCLAIR

STARTER
PACK:

£45
Powerful passportto
homecomputing—now
atthe lowest priceever!

ZX8I
Sine;**ZX81 -900.000 soto so lar. Touch-

sensrtwe keyboard . . . blackand while

display .animated graphics ..just plugs into

most TVsets With 212-page BASIC manual -

step-by-step guide to the world of personal

computing. Nonnal pnee £39.95

ZXI6KRAM PACK
Gives the ZX8I more power- (he power to run sophisticated

software Ike Flight Simulation wVU-CALC.

Normal price £29.95

CASSETTE
Wprth £4.95 or more' In every slafler pack, there'sa top-flight 16K

cassette - l*e Chess or Fantasy Games orone of the valuable

education senes- Actual trite varies wilh availability And once
you own your starter pack, 1here are 37 other S*>claircassette$

available (plusdozens from other manufacturers).

ZX PRINTER*
FREE 5-ROLL

PAPER PACK: £39.95
ZX PRINTER

Lookforthe special packs atW.H.Smith, Boots,

John Menzies,Currys and other leading Sinclair stockists.

Designed exclusively for use with the Sinclair2X81 and

?X Spectrum personal computers Farting speed- 50
characters persecond 32 characters per fcne, 9 lines

per vertical inch. Plus graphics direct from screen. Now
with a f.ree pack of S rats of special paper (normal price

£11.95).

iinczlaii"

Oflers subject to availability while slocks test.

The most popular
computers in theworld



^ MORE THAN
ANYOTHER COMPUTER

CAN OFFER.

FOR LESS.

Naturally, its price makes a Sinclair

computer attractive.

But even more important are the
other benefits that only Sinclair can offer.

The world's largest range of

pre-written or pre-recorded home
computer programs is produced for

Sinclair computers.
If you write your own programs,

Sinclair BASIC is the world's most widely-

used computer language.
Sinclair is the first manufacturer to

make your child's official pnmary-school
software available to you off the shelf.

You can buy Sinclair computers at

more shops, meet more Sinclair

enthusiasts, read more Sinctair

magazines, join more Sinclair clubs. With
Sinclair, you enter the world's biggest

home-computer community.
Naturally, the unique popularity of

Sinclair computers would never have
built up if their performance were less

than superb. 'Vet the most powerful

computer in the world's most popular

range costs under £130.
You can pay more, but you'll get less.



Find Sine lairZX Computers at

larger branches ofWH Smith

Boots

JohnMenzies

Currys

Greens at Debenhams
Harrods

John Lewis

Rumbelows
Allders

SavaCentre

selected Co-ops
and user-friendly stores everywhere,

Sinclair-

The mostpopular
computers intheworld.



Sixnewways to make more
ofyour Spectrum

Take a look at these brand-new titles. Each is

an outstanding new program using the full

potential of the Spectrum, for games with

stunningly animated graphics, for strategies

of fiendish cunning, for masterly applications

of computing capability. ,

,

Cyrus-IS- Chess Based on the Cyrus
Program, which won the 2nd European
Microcomputer Chess Championship
and trounced the previously unbeaten Cray
Blitz machine. With 8 playing levels, cursor

piece-movement, replay and 'take-back'

facilities, plus two-player option, The 48K
version has many additional features

including an extensive library of chess
openings. For 16K or 48K RAM Spectrum.

FORTH Learn a new programming language,

as simple as BASIC, but with the speed of

machine code. Complete with Editor and
User manual For 4SK RAM Spectrum.

Horace and the Spiders Make your way with

Horace to the House of Spiders, armed only

with a limited supply of anti -spider-bite

serum. In the house, destroy the webs
before the spiders can repair them. Then
destroy the spiders, before they destroy

Horace! Undoubtedly the creepiest Horace
program ever produced! For 16K or 48K RAM
Spectrum.

Small Business Accounts Speeds and
simplifies accounting work, produces

Balance Sheets, Profit and Loss information

and VAT returns. Complete with User manual.

For48K RAM Spectrum,

Backgammon A fast, exciting program, with

traditional board display, rolling dice and
doubling cube FoiirsMII SVSlS For L!.fiL'rts

-

or beginners. (Rules are included -it's the

quickest way to learn the game) For 16K or

48K RAM Spectrum.

Computer Scrabble The famous board
game, on-screen - with the whole board on
view! Full-size letter tiles, four skill levels - the

highest of which is virtually unbeatable. Fori

to 4 players. For 48K RAM Spectrum.

<Scrabble frade-maik si»d copyngrn hunttti by Scrabble

Sctiutemchttt und Han&vts GmbH -a J W. Spoat and Sons
PIC S4*SrA*n/J

iincli
The most popular
computers inthe world.

GetyourSpectrum software atmost Sinclair stockists including

WH Smith, Boots andJohn Menzies.



Basic Programming

REM stands for RE Mark. Anything appearing on

the same line after REM is ignored by the com-
puter. Remarks arc a handy way of reminding

yourself what the computer is doing. This par-

ticular REM isjust a title— it does not tell us what
the program is doing. We'll see how helpful pro-

perly written REMs arc later in the course. Now
let's look at:

20 PRINT "TYPE IN A NUMBER"

When BASIC gets to the word PRINT, the part that

follows it is 'printed' on the computer screen.

Notice that the sentence is enclosed in double

quote marks. One of BASIC'S rules is that the

characters (letters) appearing inside double quote

marks after a PRINT statement will appear on the

screen exactly as they were typed in. We'll see

another way of using PRINT in line 60. Next
comes:

30 INPUT A

We'll skip this line for now and come back to it

after looking at line 40.

40LETA=A + 1

The letterA isused here as a variable. A variable is

like a labelled box that can contain either a number
or some characters. Instead of having to remem-
ber what's in the box, all we have to know is what

the box is called in order to reference it. It's like

saying "Pass mc the box labelled B" instead of

"Pass me the box containing the 15mm cheese-

head screws'".

In this line we have a 'box' called A. This box is

called a variable, because the value ofwhat we put

in it can vary. We can assign virtually any value to

a variable. A value was assigned to variable A in

line 30, so let's see how it was done:

30 INPUT A

Using the word INPUT is one ofthe ways in BASIC
ofassigning (giving) a specific value to a variable.

When the BASIC program gets to a line starting

with INPUT it waits for something to be typed in

from the keyboard. INPUT A lets the computer

know that we have a variable called A and that

whatever is typed in at the keyboard will be

assigned to that variable. Typing 7<CR> at this

point puts 7 in box A, or to use computer jargon,

assigns the value 7 to variable A. Now that wc
know what a variable is, and one of the ways of

assigning a value to it, lets look at line 40 again.

40LETA = A + 1

The name of the variable to which a value is

assigned always appears on the left of the equals

sign. Here we are giving a new value to A, The
statement means* LET the new value ofA equal the

old value plus I." The old value of A was 7. Wc
have now made it 7 + 1 , so the new value is 8.

50 PRINT "I THINK THE NUMBER YOU TYPED
WAS ";

This is our print statement again. It "prints' the

character string(that is, thewords or numbers you
have typed) between the double quote marks.

Notice the semi-colon at the end of the line. It

helps to specify the positions at which things are

printed on the screen. Later in the course well
return to how the semi-colon is used in morcdetail.

Now let's look at:

60 PRINT A

Here's another PRINT statement, but this time

there are noquote marks around the A. We already

know that the program will not print an actual A on
the screen because we have seen that quote marks
are needed to do that. Without the quotes, BASIC

looks for a variable with the same label as the

character after PRINT. If it finds one, it prints the

value of the variable. (If it doesn't find one, it gives

an error message!) This program already has a

variable called A and so BASIC prints its value —
what is it?

Ifyou thought the answerwas 7, remember that

basic works through programs line by line.

The box below shews

how 'variables' are used

in basic. It also Illustrates

how the GOTO statement

(see next page) is used to

form a Imp

Variables

20 PRINT
"TYPE IN
A NUMBER"

30 INPUT fit

10 LET A = A * I

This line prints the

message in quotes

When basic gets to this

line it creates a variable

(which can be thought ol

as a box) and calls it A
The program then waits for

an input' from the

keyboard This input must

be in the form ol a number

(using (he digit keys)

When a number has been

typed in and RETURN has

been pressed, the number

s placed in the variable.

This statement means let

the new value ol A equal

the old value ol A phis V
As 3 was the number

typed in, the new value of

variable A becomes 4.

50

60

70

PRINT "I

PRINT A
GOTO 20

THINK THE 50 prints the message

60 prints the value ol the

variable

70 loops back to line 20
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1 I Basic Programming

Basic Flavours

LET
I

Only the Sinclair Specirum uses the LET part

of Ihe inslructwn On other computers litis is

implied, meaning it can be led off. For

example, line 20 can be written as A= A +

1

W inslead of LET A- A+1

END

GOTO

This is not used on the Specirum The last line

of the program typed m e assumed to be the

end of the program

Appears on the screen as two words (GO TO) on

die Spectrum, although only one key is pressed

Most oiriw computers, with the exception of

the BBC wilt accept the instruction typed as

two words

following the order of the line numbers. By the

time we got to line 60 the value ofA had already

been changed to 8. and that is what it will print.

Finally we come to:

70 END

The END statement tells basic thai the end of the

program has been reached. Some versions of

BASIC insist that all programs should finish with

END while others do not (see the Basic Flavours*

box).

Notice that when you run the program it only

"works* once. To get it to go through once more you
have to type RUN<CR> again. Now we'll look at a

way ofgetting the program to work as many times

as we want by using the GOTO siatcmcnt.

Using GOTO
The same program but with an extra line is given

below. If you have switched off the computer to

take a break, type it in. Otherwise all you need to

do is to type in lines 70 and 80. These are shown in

blue in the listing below.

10 REM COMPUTERS NEVER MAKE
MfSTAKES<CR>

20 PRINT "TYPE IN A NUMBErT<CR>
30 INPUT A<CR>
4QLETA=A+KCR>
50 PRINT "I THINK THE NUMBER YOU TYPED

WAS "
; <CR>

60 PRINT A<CR>
70GOTO?0<CR>
80 END<CR>

After you have typed it all in and LISTcd it. see if

you can figure out what will happen before you try

to RUN ii. Then type RUN<CR> and. as in the first

version of the program, you should see;

TYPE IN A NUMBER

Type in any number( using the numeral keys) and
hit RETURN. The computer will add 1 to the

number and display it at the end of the message.

I THINK THE NUMBER YOU TYPED WAS 8

You will see that this is immediately followed by
the TYPE IN A NUMBER message again. Entering

another number and hitting return again makes the

program cycle like this ad infinitum. The reason

this happens can be found in line 70:

70 GOTO 20

When BASIC reaches a GOTO statement, instead of

continuing to the next line, it GOes TO tnc line

number specified. Here it is directed back to line

20 and the whole program is run all over again. It

goes on looping back like this forever. Ifyou want

to stop the program from running you'll find

there's no way of getting out of the loop. The pro-

gram just goes on and on waiting for your input.

As you would expect, there are ways of writing

the program so that we can get out of it ifwe want

to* and we'll look at one ofthese in the next instal-

ment of this course. Meanwhile, we still have to

stop the program. If your computer has a BREAK
key. it can be used to stop the program from

running Typing RUN<CR> will start the program

again.

Notice that we still have the END statement at

the end of the program. The way we have written

this program, with the GOTO 20 statement creating

an endless loop, we never do get to the end. but

some versions of BASIC insist that we always use

an END at the end!

Ifyou can't find a way ofstopping the program.

try hitting the RESET key. Thai is almost certain to

halt the program. Then try to LIST it again. It
j ou

get a list, you will be able to edit' the program in

the exercises below. If you do not get a list, it

means the RESET on your computer destroys the

program in memory and you will then have to type

the whole thing in again.

Exercises
These questions are carefully graded and are

designed to be fun. Working through exercises is

one of the best ways of checking that you have

understood the material presented and are making
genuine progress.

Before starting the exercises, try changing a few

ofthe lines to see the effect on the way ihe program
runs. You can't possibly do the computer any
harm even if you make mistakes or hit the wrong

keys. To change a line, type in the program and
then check the result by LISTing it. The whole pro-

gram will appear on ihe screen again. Type the

number ofthe line you want to change followed by

the new line. Try this:

10 REM COMPUTERS SOMETIMES MAKE
MISTAKES<CR>

then type LIST again. Notice how the first line has

been changed. Ifyou want to get rid of everything

in the line, just type the line number followed bv

<CR>. Try:

10<CR>
LIST
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Basic Programming

Line 10 should have disappeared, Put line 10 back
in by typingom the whole line again— not forget-

ting the line number!

Rewrite the program sothat the computer really

does print out the number typed in. Hint: taking

out one whole line should do the trick.

Retype line 70 SO that the program goes to line

80. LIST the program. RUN the program. Why
didn't it run the same way as before?

Change line 60 so that the computer prints an A
on the screen instead of the value of variable A.

Rewrite line 60 so that the computer prints the
value of variable A once again. Remove line 10
(the REM line) completely. RUN the program.
Docs it run any differently?

Put in a new REMark on line 25. New lines can
be added by simply typing the new number fol-

lowed by the new statement. Put in a remark on
line 25 to remind you what will happen next — it

could be something like "expects an input from ihe

keyboard'. After you have typed the new line and

hit <CR>, LIST the program again and cheek that

your new remark appears in the right place.

Rewrite the program so that it multiplies the

number you type in by 10. You'll need to change
line 50 to print something like THE NUMBER YOU
TYPED MULTI PLIED BY 1 IS. This time we will not

want to add to the value of the old variable, we'll
wants to multiply it by ] 0. Basic uses the * sign to
mean multiply", (Don't use an X because BASIC
only recognises it as a letter, not as a multiplica-

tion sign.)

We have now covered quite a lot of ground. We
have seen how to write comments, which BASIC
calls REMarks, how to PRINT character strings on
the screen, how to PRINT the value ofa variable on
the screen, and how to make the program GOTO a

specified line number.
Next we'll see how to get out of a loop by using

an IF-THEN statement. Well findout how to get the

program to perform" for us a specified number of
times instead of looping forever. And we'll also

see how to slow the program down to make the

computer look as if it's really having to think.

And Then There Was BASIC
Today, basic is the world's most popular
programming language. Computer
languages were invented to allow the
human operator to communicate more
easily with the machine, and basic is

one of the easiest to learn and use. It

consists of instructions in simple
English combined, where necessary,
with the mathematical symbols found
on a typewriter keyboard.
Basic is a quick language to master.

Within a few minutes of unpacking a
microcomputer you can be writing
simple programs. It was devised in

1 965 at Dartmouth College, New
Hampshire, with the express purpose of

simplifying existing languages. The
inventors were two teachers, Thomas
Kurtz and John Kerneny. The universal
use of basic has meant slight variations
in the language have crept in. But the
core of basic remains common to all

manufacturers.
A program is a sequence of

instructions which the computer
executes to perform a specified task.

The task might be to produce a monthly
financial forecast, or to move a Space
Invader across the television screen.
The program appears as a series of
numbered lines. Each line contains one
instruction and the number allows the
computer to obey the commands in the
right order. Commands are quickly
learnt and even the most complicated

basc has taken the mystique out of programming and made
computing accessible to everyone

program uses nothing more than
combinations and repetitions of the
elementary commands.
Most computers arrive from the

manufacturers with basic built in.

Computers can also be programmed in

'machine code' {described as 'a low'
level language because it is close in

structure to the logic found in the
electronic circuits). Basic is a 'high'

level language as it is nearer to

everyday English. There are many other
high level languages devised for more
technical and specialised applications,

but basic is the best introduction to
them all. It's a simple and powerful
language.
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World Revolution
A computer revolution is sweeping the world and
changing the face of society. It's the world of tomorrow
and it's happening today

Computer

Output device

Input device

Input or output

device

Interface

The compute r revolution coincided with the space

race and the drive to get the first man on the moon.

The billions of dollars pumped into this effort

resulted in a concentration of the best scientific

minds, and in breakthroughs in manufacturing

techniques. The drive was to get a near-imposs ible

job done. The spin-offs have ranged from new

ceramic materials, plastics and adhesives, to the

micro-miniaturisation of incredible computing

power.

When "computer' meant racks full ofcircuits, it

also meant thousands of electronic components

individually wired together. Manufacturing costs

were enormous. Those same circuits can now be

packed into silicon chips small enough to fit inside

a case no bigger than a keyboard
The computer chips inside a Dragon or

Spectrum computer are not only small, they can

be mass-produced at almost negligible cost.

Silicon, the raw material from which the chips are

made, is one of the world's commonest substan-

ces. Every grain of sand consists of almost

nothing else.

Now that the computer has found a place in

homes and offices throughout the developed

world, we have the opportunity to witness first

hand the start of the second industrial revolution,

The original industrial revolution replaced lab-

orious manual labour with powered machinery.

The computer revolution will save skilled

workers' time and replace factory workers with

computer-controlled robots.

The long term impact of this revolution on our

lives is far from clear. What is certain is that pat-

terns of work and leisure will change, and fast.

Robots, which are no more than mechanical

extensions of computers, are replacing workers.

These people are faced with the choice of learning

new skills or being put out of work.

Traditional crafts such as printing and typeset-

ting arejust as vulnerable. Even teachers could be

replaced using existing technology. And a visit to

the family doctor could soon mean an interview

with a computer terminal.

The social consequence of the first industrial

revolution was to displace millions ofpeople from

the countryside and to create the industrial

squalor — and material benefits — that charac-

terise the western world. We are standing at the

brink ofa computer revolutionjust as dramatic. A
revolution where the computer is the driving force

ofsociety. A revolution where understanding and

using computers will be the key to survival.

Home LIGHT PEN

A low-cost home system can be put together for

under £100. It's your passport to the future

'I: r.i! !•

CASSETTE
RECORDER

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

A lew extras open up the worW of games More

than just entertaining, games teach essential

principles of computing

NO. OF MICROCOMPUTERS
MAIN USE

12.6m
HOME

fcjf

USA
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Business
COMPUTE n

Small microcomputer systems are helping— and

replacing — office workers and businessmen the

world over. Modems give access, via ordinary

telephones, to mainframe computers and their vast

data banks of vital inlormation Typing pools

become a thing ol the past as word processing

takes over. Accounting and 'spreadsheet' software

takes the cost out of cost accounting and makes

financial decision-making a matter of minutes rather

than days. Disk drives replace rooms lull ol filing

cabinets and printers provide anything from

perfectly printed letters to instant tabulations of the

day's stock market quotes. Businessmen who can't

type will not be left out; the "mouse" has come to the

rescue with a method of inputting commands to the

computer that replaces the keyboard

Communication
The telephone network is worldwide and marry

computers are now small enough to be used on the

lap or held in the hand The busy executive can type

reports m a Boeing 747 on his way to New York and

send them home at the speed of the electron when

he arrives. The modem couples home computers to

the telephone and gives instant access to virtually

all the other computers in the world— including

giant industrial mainframe computers. The data

banks are on tap 24 hours of the day and even the

journalist, filing his story from Afghanistan or South

America, can get his story through in the lime it

takes to locale a telephone

D
PRINTER I

£^J 1
I MODEM |~*1

COMPUTER

Insights I Im

DIGITISFR

DISK DRIVE

PLOTTER r

PflWTPft

Research
CflMFLrE-;

Advanced computing power is no longer the

preserve of the university laboratory and giant

corporation. Sophisticated systems are finding their

way into schools and homes the world over.

Computer Aided Design (CAD) and exploring

Artificial Intelligence (Al) research is possible even

with a home system Plotters to produce technical

drawings and digitizers to input complex pictures

such as maps or diagrams are already affordable.

Computer studies are as much a part of the school

curriculum today as Latin was a few years ago. The

children of today are learning to cope with the

computerised world of tomorrow
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The Electronic Artist
Sophisticated or simple, computer images are all made
up of thousands of tiny dots — and the computer has to

remember the colour and brightness of every one

Micro Painting
Painting pictures with a

microcomputer is easy with

graphics software. These

programs allow complex

pictures to be drawn using

commands typed in at the

keyboard The starting point is

usually to position straight

lines on the screen. Ctfdes,

triangles, squares and other

pre-defined shapes can be

added. Colour can be used

both for lines and for whole

areas of the screen, Areas can

be painted by selecting a

colour, either from a palette

displayed on the screen or

through the keyboard. The area

enclosed by its boundary lines

is automatically coloured. In

some programs a "brush" can

be moved across the screen

like a cursor. The large

photograph shows the result of

tins 'building' process, (The

software was
J

Graphkey' on a

BBC Model B)

You're skimrningthe rooftops in an aeroplane, one
engine dead, a skyscraper looming in front of you
— and the runway you're trying desperately to

land on already has a plane burning in the middle

of it. There it is in front of you on the television

screen. That isjust one form ofcomputergraphics.

With educational programs, such as those

designed to teach spelling or arithmetic skills to

children, it is clear that unless a program produces

an interesting visual display, the attention of

young people will be unlikely to be held for long.

Business users of microcomputers will

probably be dealing primarily with numbers
representing amounts of money that have been
received or spent the stock held of particular

items and so on. But this kind of information is far

more readily understood and interpreted when
shown pictorially The computer's ability to 're-

draw" a picture rapidly, so as to incorporate new
information, different alternatives, and so on, and

to produce 'hard' (printed) copies when required

is also of immense value in many business

lications.

The Computer's Canvas
How does a computer create pictures? To answer

this question let us first look at the 'canvas* on

which the computer works. A microcomputer pro-

duces images on its display screen by illuminating

or 'turning on' one or several dots at any of a

number of positions on the screen. These dots are

arranged in rows across the screen and in columns
down it, so the location of any dot can be given by

its position in row and column. Specific images

(both pictures and print) are produced by the

illumination of certain dots while the others

remain unlit. This is true not only formonochrome
screens, but for colour displays too. Here pictures

arc produced as a result of dots being made to

assume the appropriate colours.

To display a single letter or number, the com-
puter uses a rectangular array ofdots. This array is

known as a "dot matrix'. On a typical micro-

computer this is likely to consist ofa block ofeight

rows each containing eight dots.

The numbcrofdotson the screen is not the same
for every microcomputer, but a fairly typical grid

would consist of 192 rows each containing 256
dots — in other words 192 rows and 256
columns.

It is clear that the more dots on the micro-

computer's display screen, the more detailed the

images can become. The degree of screen detail

that can be shown when displaying graphics is

known as resolution. A computer that can display

192 rows each with 256 dots is said to have a

resolution of256 x 1 92. The higher the resolution

— that is, the more dots that can be placed on the

screen — the less 'grainy' the image.
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All microcomputers have a maximum density

of dots that can be displayed on their graphics

screens, but some computers can also be pro-

grammed in ways that use less dense arrays of

dots, Forexample^theBBC Microcomputer has a
maximum resolution of640 x 256; that is* it has a

maximum dot density given by25 6 rows each con-
taining 640 dots. However, it can also be pro-

grammed using only 320 of these columns, a

resolution of320 x 256, or even lower resolutions

ifrequired On a machine that is capable ofprovid-

ing this kind ofvariation, the resolution must be set

at the beginning ofthe part ofthe program that pro-

duces the graphics.

Lines and curves produced by a dot-based com-

pute rgraph ics system are not actually continuous,

as they would be if they were drawn with a pen.

Instead they are paths of illuminated dots that

merge more or less closely depending on the

resolution of the system. One with low resolution

will be able lo produce only lump;, curves, and a

straight line will not necessarily be perfectly

straight either, since the dot positions on the

screen lie in straight lines only in certain directions

— such as along rows and columns, and across the

diagonals of the array of dots. To plot a straight

line the graphics system must illuminate the dots

that lie closest to the path of the chosen line. The
result can be a "staircase' effect. Again, the higher

the resolution of the system, the less noticeable

such
H

staircases* will be.

Because graphics are shown on a television

screen, in order to give continuity of display the

image must be continual ly ' re fre shed" or " redrawn*

— otherwise it would appear only for a moment
and then fade. For this reason, the image must be

represented in some way in the computer, so that it

can be referred to when necessary. The represen-

tation of the image is actually stored in a special

area of the computer's memory known as the

screen memory. With a monochrome display,

each dot on the screen corresponds to a bit in the

screen memory. An image is represented by set-

ting the bits that correspond to i 1 1um inated dots to

1 and leavingthe bits corresponding to unlit dots at

0. Thus, if a computer can maintain a mon-
ochrome display with a resolution of256 x 1 92 it

must have a screen memory of 256 x 192 or

49,152 bits — which is 6 kilobytes, since 1

kilobyte equals 8,192 bits.

With colour graphics more memory is required.

Two bits can be used to represent four different

colours, perhaps as follows:

bitl bit 2 colour

white

ij 1 red

1 blue

i 1 black

Creating

Graphics
Building images on the home

computer can be easy. Most

models have special

commands in basic to help

'draw' or deline objects on

(he screen ranging from

invader- style aliens to whole

pictures. Special software is

also available to create

animated pictures on the

screen.

To represent any four-colour image, it is neces-

sary to assign two bits to each dot on the screen. In

the same way, for eight colours three bits in the

screen memory are assigned to each dot on the

screen, while for 1 6-colour displays there are four

bits per dot. and so on. So, a microcomputer that

can display colours with a resolution of 1 60 x256,

must have a screen memory of 1 60 x256 x 4 which

is equivalent to 160 kilobits (20 kilobytes).

The need for screen memory explains in part

why some computers are designed to work at dif-

ferent resolutions. Without a sufficient screen

memory the computer cannot store and therefore

cannot display high resolution pictures

Image Building

Here s how signals produced

by the computer get converted

into images on the television

screen. The TV picture is built

if line by line, and the input

signal which produces the

illuminated portions on each

line is timed so that they all fit

together to lorm the shapes,

lines and characters (see

below)

High voltage level

Low voltage level

The signal Irom the compute/

is fed into the television via

the aerial socket When the

signal is high, the electron

beam is switched on as it

scans across the screen.

When the signal is tow it is

switched off. The beam moves

rapidly across the width of the

screen, then zips back and

starts the next line slightly

lower Hundreds of lines like

this are needed to cover the

entire screen. When the beam
reaches the bottom or the

screen it moves back to the

top again and repeats the

process
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££[ Passwords To Computing

BitsAnd Bytes
The computer understands nothing but numbers — but
they're numbers with an unfamiliar look about them

The words * bits' and * bytes' are used whenever
computers are written about. They are terms that

describe the way computers store and use numbers.

They do this quite differently from the way that

people do. We represent numbers with 10 dif-

ferent symbols (O through to 9) and manipulate

them in multiples of 1 0. (This is known as a 'base'

of 10), Computers, on the other hand, and for all

their mathematical wizardry, use only two

numbers— zero and one. Bits and bytes are ways
of representing combinations of these two
numbers.

A bit is the smallest piece of information a com-
puter can handle. It is the computer's way of rep-

resenting the two numbers zero and one. A group

ofeight bits is called a byte; a byte allows the com-

puter to represent quite large numbers.

First, let's look at bits, what they are. and why
they are called * bits'. Computers are electronic

devices and, consequently, everything they do is

done ultimately with electrical signals. A single

electrical signal can either be 'on* or it can be 'ofT;

it is this principle that allows ordinary electrical

signals to represent numbers,

['be i] lustra', ion shows a piece of wood with a

hole in it. which can be filled with a peg. Even
though it is a single hole, it can represent two
numbers and is an excellent analogy for the way a

computer works. Either the hole has no peg in it—
in which case it represents a zero— orit does have
apegin it, and this represents a one. A single board

can thus symbolise a zero or a one.

In a computer, the same effect is achieved with

an electrical signal: when it is off, it represents a

zero; when it is on, it represents a one. A single

wire, or a one-hole board, can therefore be used to

represent two states: no peg or with a peg; absent

or present; off or on; or I

.

This smallest piece ofinformation is called a bit.

The word itself suggests its small size and repre-

sents two possible states. The word is derived from
Binary digiT. Thought of in another way, a bit can

Bits And Bytes

Ar.<it (binary d gitl is :

n
s

smallest unit of mathematical

information a computer can

handle, Here, a board with just

a single ho e can represent

either zero or one depending

on whether it has a peg in it or

not A computer does the same
thing with an electrical signal

that is either o« (to represent

0) Or On (to represent \y If the

board has two holes, there are

four possible combinations of

holes and pegs. II eight holes

are used there are 256
different combinations and

these are all shown in the

table Computers use groups of

eight bits and such a group is

called a byte. Each byte can

represent a number ranging

from to 255

E
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IS o o o o 1 1 o o 140 1 00 O 1 1

13 OO OO 1 1 1 141 1 o O 1 1 1

1* 00 00 1110 142 1 oo O 1 1 1 o
15 OO O O 1 1 1 1 143 10001111
10 OO o 1 oooo 144 l o o 1 oooo
IT 000 1 000 1 145 I o o 1 OO O 1

IB oo o 1 00 10 140 I 1 001 o
19 oo 1 OO 1 1 147 I oo 1 O O 1 1

30 00 1 01 oo 14B I o o 1 O 1 o o
21 00 1 010 1 148 I 10 10 1

22 o o o 1 OIIO ISO I O O 10 110
33 00 1 111 151 I o o 1 O 1 1 1

24 00 1 100 152 I oo 1 1 ooo
it o o o 1 1 OO 1 183 I 00 1 1 O 1

20 00 1 1 O 1 o 154 I oo 1 1 O 1 o
37 00 1 10 11 15S I oo 110 11
28 Q O 1 1 1 o o !« I oo 1 1 1 O
29 o o D 1 110 1 157 I O0 1 1 1 O 1

30 00 1 1110 158 1 oo 11110
31 oo 1 1111 188 1 00 11111
32 oo 1 o ooo o IBO 1 O 1 o oo o o
33 oo 1 o o a o 1 1B1 I O 1 o O O O 1

34 OOIOOOIO 1B2 1 O 1 O OO 1 O
3B o o i ooo i

i

163 1 O 1 o oo i i

36 o o 1 O O 1 o o 164 I O 1 o O 1 o o
37 00 1 0010 1 IBS 1 1 OO 1 1

3B 00 1 OOl 1 188 1 1 OO 1 1 o
39 oo 1 O O 1 1 1 167 1 O 1 O O 1 1 1

40 oo 1 o 1 oo o IBB 1 O 1 o i a o o
41 00 1 11 100 1 108 1 1 1001
42 o o 1 n 1 O 1 170 1 1 1 1

43 oo 1 o 1 O 1 1 171 1 O 1 1 O 1 1

44 00 1 1 1 o 172 1 1 1 1 oo
4B oo 1 o 1 1 O 1 173 1 O 1 O 1 1 1

46 o o 1 [J 1 1 1 o 17* i a i a i i i o
47 00 1 1111 178 1 1 1111
4B OO 1 1 OOOO 176 1 1 1 oooo
49 oo 1 1 OOO 1 177 1 O 1 1 O O O 1

SO 00 1 1 00 1 o 17B 1 O 1 1 O O 1

01 00 1 1 0011 178 1 1 10011
B2 oo 1 1 Ol oo IBO l O 1 1 O 1 oo
53 OO 1 1 o i o i 1B1 i a i 1 O 1 O 1

04 00 1 1 01 1 o 102 1 1 1 O 1 1 o
BB OO 1 1 111 183 1 1 10 111
BB oo 1 1 1 o o 1B4 1 O 1 1 1 o o o
57 oo 1 1 10 1 IBS i a i 1 1 O O 1

BB OO 1 1 1 1 o IBO 1 O 1 1 1 1 O
59 OO 1 1 roil 18? 1 1 110 11
oo oo 1 1 1 1 o o 18B 1 O 1 1 1 1 o o
01 00 1 1 110 1 189 1 1 1110 1

62 oo 1 1 1 1 1 o 190 1 1 11110
03 00 1 1 1111 191 1 O 1 11111
04 O 1 oo oo oo 192 1 1 OO oooo
BB O 1 oooooi 193 1 1 OOOOOI
BB O 1 oo O 1 o 194 1 1 O O O O 1 O
07 01 00 00 1

1

1*8 1100 0011
OB 1 OO 01 oo 188 1 1 00 1 oo
69 O 1 oo O 1 O 1 197 1 1 OO O 1 O 1

70 O 1 o o 1 1 O 198 i i oo o i i

o

71 1 00 0111 188 1100011

1

72 1 o o i o oo 200 1 1 O 1 O O Q
73 O 1 o o 1 o O 1 201 1 1 O 1 O O 1

74 01 oo 1 1 o 202 1 1 OO 1 O 1 o
70 1 1011 303 1100101

1

7B O 1 OO 1 1 oo 204 1 1 OO 1 1 o o
77 O 1 O 1 1 O 1 20S 11001 101
70 1 00 1 1 1 o 308 11001 1 1 o
79 O 1 oo 1111 207 1 1 OO 1 11 1

ao O 1 o 1 oooo 208 11 O 1 oooo
01 1 1 000 1 308 I 1 1000 1
82 O 1 1 1 o 210 1 1 o 1 OO 1

83 O 1 a 1 O 1 1 211 1 1 o 1 OO 1 1

0* 1 n 1 01 oo 312 i 1 10 100
00 1 o 1 010 1 213 I 1 1 O 1 O 1

BB O 1 1 OIIO 214 1 1 O 1 O 1 1 o
87 O 1 a 1 111 318 110 10 11 1

OO 01 o 1 1 oo 216 1 1 1100O
00 01 o 1 10 1 217 I 1 O 1 1 O O 1

90 O 1 O 1 1 1 o 218 1 1 o 1 1 O 1 o
01 O 1 o 1 10 11 318 I 1 110 1 1

02 01 O 1 1 1 oo 220 1 1 11100
93 O 1 o 1 1 1 O 1 221 I 1 O 1 1 1 O 1

94 a i o t 1 1 1 o 332 I 1 1 1 1 1 o
00 01 11 1 1111 323 1 1 11111
9B O 1 1 ' oooo 224 1 1 1 o o o o o
97 O 1 1 o OO O 1 22S 1 1 1 o OO O 1m 1 1 00 10 326 1 1 1 0010
80 Ol 1 00 1 227 1 1 1 O O O 1 1

100 O 1 1 o O 1 o o 228 1 1 1 O O 1 O o
101 1 1 010 1 228 1 1 1 OO 1 1

102 O 1 1 01 1 o 230 1 1 1 O 1 1

103 O 1 V a O 1 1 1 231 1 1 1 OO 1 1 1

104 01 1 O 1 00 332 1 1 1 1000
100 1 1 10 1 233 1 1 1 1001
IDS O 1 1 o 1 1 o 234 1 1 1 O 1 O 1 o
187 O 1 1 o 10 11 235 1 1 1 10 11
100 81 1 o 1 1 oo 238 1 1 1 1100
108 Ol 1 110 1 237 1 1 1 O 1 1 O 1

no O 1 1 Ci 1 1 1 o 23B 1 1 1 o i 1 1 o
111 Ol t D 1111 238 1 1 1 1111
112 Ol 1 1 oooo 240 1 1 1 1 OOO
113 Ol 1 1 O 1 241 1 1 1 1 OOO 1

114 O 1 1 1 o o i a 342 1 1 1 1 OOl
11S Ol 1 t 00 11 243 1 1 1 1 OOl 1

118 O 1 1 1 01 oo 244 1 1 1 1 O 1 O
117 O 1 1 1 O 1 O 1 345 1 1 1 1 01 1
118 O 1 1 1 oiio 248 1 1 1 1 O 1 1

118 1 1 1 0111 247 1 1 1 1 O 1 1 1

120 O 1 1 1 1 o o a 248 1 1 1 11000
1X1 1 1 1 10 1 248 1 1 1 11001
122 1 1 1 10 10 250 1 1 1 1 1 O 1 o
123 O 1 1 1 10 11 251 1 1 1 110 11
124 O 1 1 1 i i o a 382 1 1 1 11100
129 1 1 1 1 1 O 1 2B3 1 1 1 1 1 1 O 1

128 1 1 1 1110 254 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o
127 O 1 1 1 1111 388 1 1 1 11111

Passwords To Computing

Bytes In Memory

Bytes are groups of eight

binary digits (bits). Each byte

is used by the computer to

store numbers which can range

from to 255. Each byte is

stored m separate memory

cells' which are arranged

systematically so that the

computer can iind the byte it

needs To do this it needs to

know the location of the

memory box containing the

byte

I si memory
localion

2nd memory
location

3rd memory
location >

count, but only from zero to one,

A board with two holes can show four different

states, or count from to 3. Both holes can be

empty; the right hole can have a peg: the left hole

can have a peg or both holes can have pegs. The
bottom of the picture shows a board with eight

holes. There are 256 possible permutations of

pegs and holes and these are shown in the table

using ones to represent pegs and zeros to

represent holes.

Such a group of eight binary digits (bits) is

called a byte, A single byte can therefore represent

256 different states (it can count from to 255).

When we say a computer 'stores' a byte* we
mean that a number (ranging from to 25 5) is kept

in the computer's memory, to be used when
required. Each byte has its own 'box' and these

'boxes' one arranged in sequence (the picture

above shows them stacked one on top ofthe other).

When the computer needs to retrieve a number

from a memory box, it simply needs to know in

which box the byte is stored.

All the numbers from to 255

can be represented using

unique cornDinationS 0( DOBS

and zeros (table on left) Bits

are stored and used by

computers in groups of eight

Eight bits together are called a

byte
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Oric-1
This low-priced British

computer has impressive
colour graphics and a wide
variety of sound effects

The Oric- 1 , a small British-made computer, com-
petes with the Sinclair Spectrum in both cost and

capabilities. Itcomes in a neat grey plastic housing

with the keyboard tilted at a comfortable angle lor

typing, The keyboard has individual moving keys

and touch-typing is just possible.

Two versions are available; the more expensive

offering 48 Kbytes, enough to store substantial

programs.

The Oric has the usual connections for televi-

sion, cassette and other units. It can be linked to a

printer and has another socket for plugging in extra

memory, program cartridges and a modem.
The modem is a particularly exciting add-on. It

allows the Oric to communicate with other com-
puters by telephone. The modem can give the Oric

access to the Prcstcl computer, enabling the user

to send and receive 'electronic mail'.

The Oric has BASIC built in and it is also poss-

ible to work with other languages. The 48K ver-

sion is supplied with forth as well as basic.

Colour graphics and sound can be generated

using the Oric's resident basic. Eight colours can

be displayed and characters of any shape may be

created and stored. PAPER and INK commands
allow one to change the colour of any of these

'defined' characters and the colour of the back-

ground against which they are set.

The Oriels sound is as impressive as its

graphics. Special commands permit a wide variety

of sounds and music to be produced. Musical

notes and chords can extend over six octaves.

The Oric is an inexpensive micro of great ver-

satility. Its potential for expansion makes it par-

ticularly attractive, but its ability to communicate
via the telephone adds a special excitement.

Kb yboard

The One's keyboard has 57

moving keys The letter and

numeral keys are arranged m
the standard QWERTY layout

The ESCAPE and CONTROL
Keys are on the Ie1i and

OELETE and RETURN on the

right. The bottom row ol the

keyboard contains the space

bar and cursor control keys.

Because the keys are arranged

in the same way as on a

typewriter, and move

individually, it is possible with

experience to type at

considerable speed on this

keyboard

RBB Socket

This allows the Oric lo be

connected lo colour monitors

using separate red green and

biui jRGB) signals for belter

quality screen displays ,

RF ftUdu later

The video signal produced by

ine computer cannot be fed

directly into a television aerial

socket This circuit converts

the signal into a form suitable

for an ordinary television

Cassette Socket

The cassette recorder

connected to the com
through 1 his socket

Television Socket

The One is connected to a

television set through tins

socket

Clack

The electronic clock beats one

million times a second to

provrde the timing and

synchronising ol all the

operations carried out by

the One

The Printer

The colour printer is styled to

match the appearance ol Ihe

Oric-1 It can print text and

plot graphics in the four colours

of red, green black and blue.

The printer uses lour small

ball-point pens, with one for

each colour, and they produce

its plots by writing on an 1 1 cm
wide roll of paper When writing

text, 1 1 can produce characters

in any of 15 different sizes and

at four different angles.

With this degree of flexibility

the printer can do far more

than simply produce permanent

copies of program listings

RAM
These chips are the Oric's

main memory, used to hold

software while the computer is

running. RAM (Random

Access Memory) 'forgets' its*
-

contents as soon as Ihe power

is switched off
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Printer Interface

This socket provides a

slandard connection through

which a printer can be

attached to the computer

Expansion Port

This socket allows a wide

range of devices to be

CWmjfitted to ih« One

including program cartridges

and coiiwiumcations equipment

Souid Chip

A purpose designed integrated

circuit enabling the computer

to produce advanced sound^

effects

Power Socket

The power supply from the

One's separate transformer is

connected here

Heahink

Electronic circuits can easily

be damaged by high

temperatures. This safely

diss pales any excess, rieal

generated

ROM
ROM memory {Read Only

Memory! stores software

permanently. The main

function ol these ROM chips is

to store the basic programming

language

Microprocessor

This chip is the workhorse

trial provides the computer

with the ability to carry out

computations It is a 6502A
microprocessor

Input/ Output

This chip converts signals

entering the Oric into a form

usable by its CPU. Outgoing

data is converted to the type

of signal needed by printers

and other devices

Video Chip

Tne Oric is known for its good

colour. The chip generates a

signal containingcolour data.

This is sent on via the

modulator, to the television

screen

Speaker ^
The sound quality is startling.

The Oric uses its own
loudspeaker rather than (hat

of the television

i

Oric-l

£129.95 for 16K model with

starter pack

65D2A

CLOCK SPEED

UHz

MEMORY

16 Kbytes of RAM
expandable to 48 Kbytes.

16 Kbytes ROM
containing BASIC

VIDEO DISPLAY

4 modes: Text mode with 28
rows of 40 characters and 2

tow-resolution graphics modes

cm the same grid; high- resolution

mode with 200x240 dots

INTERFACES

TV connector, cassette and hi-fi

connector, Centronics printer

interface, RGB video, expansion

connector

LANGUAGE SUPPLIED

BASIC

OTHER LANGUAGES AVAILABLE

FOR"-'

COMES WITH

Power supply unit with integral

plug, aerial lead, cassette leads,

game on cassette, manual

KEYBOARD

57 individual moving keys,

including a space bar

D DC U MENTATION

The Oric comes with a basic

programming manual that gives

a racily written introduction to

the machine and its 6*src. The

chapters on basic programming

deal with the handling of numbers

and words, and show how to use

the Oric's colour graphics and

sound facilities to good effect

There are marry short programs

that are instructive on an

elementary level. Appendices are

a necessary way of organising

the detailed information, but there

is no index. All in all, the

documentation is entirely

adequate tor the beginner
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Getting InTouch
Keyboards at first seem much alike. But some are distinctly

better than others, and work in quite different ways

The Keyboard

Matrix
The keys on a computer

keyboard are actually

switches connected to a grid

of wires. The illustration shows

haw pressing a key connects

two wires on the grid. For each

key there is one. and only one,

pair ol wires involved. Each

key therefore makes a unique

connection on trie grid,

enabling the compuler to

figure out which key has been

pressed

A computer's keyboard is an important part ofthe

system. It is, after all, the way you communicate
with the computer. The keyboard must be given as

much consideration as the memory capacity, or

the quality of the graphics.

Microcomputers have inherited the type-

writer's Qwerty-style keyboard — so-called

because the first six letters on the top row of keys

spell QWERTY. In the early part ofthis century, the

individual characters were positioned on the keys

in such a way as to slow typists down so that they

wouldn't wreck the flimsy mechanisms!

By the early 1 950's when computers first came
into commercial use, the QWERTY layout was the

standard system for typists and became the stan-

dard entry device for computers as well. Today's

microcomputer owner is stuck with the QWERTY
system which is fine for trained typists, but some-

times difficult for the newcomer to master.

When computers were costing tens of thou-

sands of pounds, the cost of a mechanical key-

board was negligible. But developments in

microprocessor technology dramatically reduced

the cost of the microcomputer's electronic

components.

By the time the Sinclair ZX81 came along, a

typewriter-style keyboard could make up a signifi-

cant proportion of a microcomputer's manufac-

turing cost. The mechanical moving keyboard,

found on models such as the Dragon or the BBC
Microcomputer, uses actual switches under the

keytops (see illustration on opposite page). When
the key is pressed, the internal contacts close to

complete a circuit Switches like this contain

numerous components and raise the cost of the

keyboard considerably. The BBC computer has

74 keys and some models have more.

One solution to the problem is a new, cheaper

type of keyboard. The thinking behind the

'touch-sensitive
1

keyboard of the ZX81 was that

most of the people who bought microcomputers

would be mainly interested in playing games and
writing small programs.

These activities involve a fairly minimal amountof
keyboard work, so it seemed logical that potential

micro users would be prepared to settle for a lower

quality keyboard. If the advantages of a conven-

tional typewriter-style keyboard could be sac-

rificed considerable savings could be made.
The ZX8 1 was designed with a touch-sensitive

keyboard, eliminating most ofthe bits and pieces.

This brought the price of the model dowrn, but it

didn't provide the ultimate solution. The trouble

with a touch-sensitive keyboard is that it doesn't

provide much 'tactile feedback" (i.e. you are never

quite certain that the key you havejust pressed has
registered in the computer unless you watch the

screen).

Sinclair introduced, foi its next product — the

Spectrum— the membrane keyboard(see diagram).
This kind of keyboard is an improvement, but it

still lacks the tactile feedback of the typewriter

style.

Several relatively low cost computers (includ-

ing the BBC. the Dragon and the Lynx) have "pro-

fessional' typewriter keyboards. The advantages

of typewriter keyboards become apparent when
the computer is subjected to heavy use for word
processing. The familiar typewriter feel enables

lots of work to be done quickly.

There is another category ofkeyboard that lies

somewhere between the full moving keyboard and
the membrane type of the Spectrum. These are

often called 'calculator type keyboards' and arc

found, for instance, on the NewBrain and the

Oric-1. The keys provide a better 'feel* but are

small, stiff and are less suitable for touch

typing than fully moving typewriter-style keys.

One way 01 partially overcoming the lack of
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The Sinclair

Keyboard
Sinclair advanced (t*e art of

keyboard design with the

"membrane' type used in the

Spectrum. A moulded rubber

sheet, with key-shaped

protrusions, is mounted over a

pad of contacts forming the

keyboard grid or malf ix. When

a key like this is pressed, a

protrusion under the keytop

presses the contacts together.

The computer checks which

pair of contacts have been

closed and is able to work out

which key this corresponds to.

The contacts closed by the key

are normally held apart by an

air bubble trapped between

two plastic sheets. The

restoring force to pop the keys

back is provided by the

elasticity of the the rubber

which is stretched when a key

The Keyswitch
Typewriter- style keyswitches

usually incorporate a pair of

contacts, These are normally

held apart and do not allow

electricity to flow, When the

key is pressed a plastic

moulding (shown m mauve)

moves down and allows the

contacts to come together and -

close a circuit An internal

spring is provided to restore

the key to its "up' position,

Closing the contacts allows a

current to (low and trie

computer detects this. The

wires connected to the

contacts m each switch are

arranged in a grid. The

computer is able to know

which key has been pressed

by checking which of the

'vertical' wires on the grid and

which ol the the "horizontal'

ones is conducting the current.

Keys of the type are

mechanically complex and

manufacturing costs are

higher. They offer great

reliability and have a more

positive 'feel' than rubber

membrane keys, This feel! or

'touch' comes from the

resistance provided by the

is pressed. This original

approach ic keyboard

eng neenng has certainly cut a

few corners but it allows the

product to be manufactured

more cheaply and the benefit

is passed on directly to the

customer

spring. A well designed key

gives a tactile feedback so

that the user instinctively

knows when the key has been

p-essec property T'-f lops rjrl

the keys are also sculpted for

more comfortable typing.

Keyboards with this type of

key are a belter choice if the

computer is going to be used

extensively

tactile feedback from touch-sensitive and mem-
brane keyboards is to make an audible 'beep' each
time a key has been pressed. It reassures the user

that the key has actually been pressed and
recognised by the computer.

The designers of the Sinclair ZXSJ and the

Spectrum introduced a novel and very useful way
of cutting down on the amount of typing required

when entering in BASIC programs. Each key is

made to represent more than just a single letter of

the alphabet or a number. By using a special* func-

tion' key in conjunction with the ordinary' keys,

whole basic words can be made to appear on the

screen without theneed to type out the word in full

For example, the BASIC word PRINT can be pro-

duced by simply pressing the special function key

and the key for the letter P together. A similar idea

is used by Sord in the M5 model.

The End of

Typing
Wot thai long ago, the only

way to gel a computer to do

anything was to Key an

instruction into it by way of

the keyboard, This in itself

was often a tedious business

made worse if one did not have

much skill as a typist. Faced

with the fact that these

harriers were actually putting

' ofI using (and therefore

ifarturers came up with

the brilliantly simple solution

ol Ihc 'mouse'- The mouse can

be shuffled around on any flat

surface and, as it moves, the

cursor moves around the

screen display. ne can thus

move very rapidly to any part

ol the screen one wants, press

the button, and the operation

one wants starts to roll. Mice

can also be used in graphics to

draw lines or 'paint' colours on

the screen
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The Electronic
Educator
Even the youngest members of your family will be keen to

use your computer. Here's the best way to start them off

One of th« most powerful

computer awls for primary

school children is Ihe floor

turtle. This robot is attached to

3 microcomputer and is

operated by a program called

logo. Children can draw with

the floor turtle and it is very

useful for teaching mathematical

concepts such as shape,

distance and the relationship

between objects It is also great

fun!

Many parents wonder if a home computer would
be ofbenefit to theirchildren. Mostknow that it is a

good idea for teenage children to learn to use com-
puters at home and at school, but can younger

children gain anything from computing?

Yes • The answe r is decidedly positive, but there

are differentways ofintroducing a child to the con-

cept of computing, and some are better than

others.

The British Government like many govern-

ments in developed countries, has decided that

children should now use computers in primary

schools. The 'Micros in Primary Education
1

pro-

ject is costing £9 million and soon every one of

Britain's 29.000 primary schools should have at

least one micro. Now the teachers have to find out

how to use their small amount of computer
power properly.

Computers aren't just good at maths. With a

good program — and there is a.shortage of good

programs for children at present— computers can

help young children leam music, ballet, geo-

graphy, foreign languages and, of course, maths-

based subjects such as arithmetic and geometry.

There are two main ways in which a computer

can be ofhelp to young children. The child can use

the computer to explore his or her world, or the

computer can act as a teacher, instructing and

drilling the child in a variety of educational

subjects.

It isn't a good idea to try teaching your six-year-

old how to program a computer in BASIC. Before

the age of 1 2, a child can't really grasp the abstract

concepts of such a language. Some children can

write programs in BASIC at nine or even earlier, but

the work of the French child psychologist Jean
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Piaget has shown us that before the age of 1 2 or 1

3

most children have trouble grasping abstract

ideas.

Reckoning with this problem, researchers have

now found a way to let a child control and program
a computer without needing to handle such abstract

ideas (see the box on LOGO). The usual way
teachers introduce children to computers is by a

mixture of the two methods.

Turning Turtle
Even very young children can use computers to

help them to learn. The picture on the facing page

shows a young child playing with a ' turtle', a

mechanical robot that is attached to a micro-

computer, The turtles are expensive and are inten-

ded for school use, but the principle is simple: the

turtle has two wheels and a pen. The child tells the

turtle to move forward on a piece ofpaper and tells

it whether or not todraw a line— a 'turtle trail" —
as it goes. In this way the child draws, instructing

the robot how to turn corners and join lines up.

Because children are encouraged to work out

exactly what moves the turtle has to make to draw
a specific shape, they discover for themselves the

elements that make up basic geometry. This 'self-

help" approach is at the heart ofthe LOGO method.

The belief is that lessons learned 'heuristically'

(by trial and error) are better learned than when
examples arc shown.

These two schools ofthought lie at the division

in how we use computers with young children. In

LOGO, older children, nine or ten perhaps, start

using a version of the turtle on the computer

screen, drawing intricate shapes and teaching the

turtle how to remember various procedures. When a

child is 'teaching" the turtle to do things, either on

the floor oron the screen, he or she is, in fact, pro-

gramming the computer. LOGO is a language that

allows children to program before they have

developed the abstract understanding necessary

for most computer languages. Thus 'playing with

turtle' allows young children to become used to the

idea of controlling the computer and helps them

explore their environment.

The other approach uses the apparent 'patience" of

the computer to teach children by example.

Children who are having difficulty in under-

standing a subject or an idea are often helped by
'drill and practice' programs that ask the child

questions and then provide a score to show how
well he or she has done. Many of these programs

are extremely attractive to look at, with good
colour graphics and interesting tunes or sound

effects. Children are encouraged to learn with

these programs and the computer never gets tired

or gives up if the child persistently provides the

wrong answer. This patience has proved valuable

in teaching slow learners, and drill and practice

programs that for example, ask a child to pick a

noun out of a group of words, or make up a word
out of a set of letters, are very useful educational

tools. But to use a computer in this way is to sub-

stitute it for the human teacher, and this leads us to

an important statement: no computer can replace

the human teacher. Human contact is the most

important element in teaching and, although a

computer is the most powerful educational aid

there is, it is no substitute for caring instruction.

Ifyou are thinkingofbuyingacomputerforyour

children to use, it is worth finding out which type of

computer is in use at your child's school. Buying a

similar model will allow your children to use the

same programs at home and will forge a link

between computer activity at school and in the

home.

Computers are fun. and it is quite all right to

allow children to play games with them. A lot of

parents are worried about the possible addictive

effects of games such as Space Invaders or Pac-

Man, but although these games are particularly

enjoyable, there is no evidence whatsoever to sug-

gest that their appeal goes beyond fascination.

Under seven, children need help and supervi-

sion in turning on a computer and television set

and loading a program. If the program is good

LOGO Logic
Here we show how shapes

are built up on the screen

using the logo language.

Loco is a computer

language developed

specifically to allow young

children— as young as lour

or live— to program a

computer. It was developed

at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in the

(ale 1960s by a team led by

Seymour Papert, a

mathematician who had

worked with the world- lamous

educationalist Jean Piaget

at his Geneva Centre.

For the youngest children,

logo takes the form of a

'turtle', that is either a

mechanical robot on the floor

or a triangle of light on a

computer screen. Tfte

command FORWARD 1

causes the turtle to move

forward 10 units, drawing a
line behind it. The command
RIGHT 90 causes the turtle

to make a right angle.

Chains of commands can be

built up thai cause the turtle

to draw squares, triangles,

circles and unorthodox

shapes as well. The turtle

can be also taught to

'remember' the commands.

Without realising it, children

teaching a turtle are, in fact,

programming a computer

Oneway
to draw a

square box:

FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90

Constructing

a "BOX'

command:

TO BOX
REPEAT 4 [FORWARD 50 RIGHT 90]

END

The STAR
command:

TO STAR
REPEAT 1 2 [BOX RIGHT
END

Other shapes can easily

be built up by combining

the BOX with similar

commands
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Eye Strain

Some adult workers staring

at computer screens do

suffer from eye- strain and

fatigue, but children don't

have long enough

concentration spans for this

to become a problem The

problem for adults seems to

be 'accommodative lock', a

phenomenon in which the

eye gets fixed at one focal

length and takes a time to

re-adjust If you think that

your child might he so keen

on computing that he or she

will stare solidly at the

screen for long periods.

problems can be avoided by

ensuring that a short break

is taken every 15 minutes.

One technical problem

about old domestic

televisions needs to be

mentioned It has been found

that a few colour televisions

made before 1970 are

capable of emitting a low

radiation dose when used

regularly for close-up work

that could be dangerous, If

you are considering using an

old colour television set for

computing purposes it is

worth ensuring that it was
made after 1970

The Big Trak
It looks like a toy tank, but in

tact it's a powerful learning

tool. The Big Trak is a computer-

based programmable toy that

allows a child to plan out

precisely what moves he or

she wants the tank to do. The

tank can remember up to 16

steps and may be programmed

to wander from room to room

around the house before

returning to base The child

has tun, but the computer is

helping him or her to explore

the physical work) and work

out the individual steps

necessary in a simple computer

program Despite its aggressive

looks, girls love Big Trak as

much as boys do!

enough, they may then be left to use it, although

this depends on iheir reading skill and ability to

provide answers to the program' s questions.

Hardware requirements are pretty simple. A
microcomputer has to be robust: children do hit

the keyboard with clenched fists, they pull at the

electrical connections and they constantly touch

and prod the screen. If a system is flimsy, poorly

connected or hard to use, it will fail to interest a

young child. Some experts consider that a com-
puter keyboard for a very young child must have

large, clearly defined keys. But as children's

motor movements become fully developed ( usually

by the age of seven), they are capable of dealing

with Tiddly' keyboards that would seem difficult

even to adults. The touch- sensitive keyboards

found on the cheapest Sinclair microcomputers
are not really suitable for children under nine or

ten, although the larger versions ofthe printed key-

board, such as the one on the Philips Videopac

7000, are suitable for four-year-olds. It is a ques-

tion of size and ease of use.

Young Programmers
Software choice is more difficult for young

children. Ifyou intend using a cassette-based sys-

tem you will have to supervise all loading and

storage. If your system is disk-based you will Find

that young children are able to handle floppy disks

very well. One of the best forms of program
storage for the very young, those under seven, is

the ROM cartridge, a plastic case that contains a

chip with an electrically-embedded program. The
disadvantage of such a system is that it doesn't

allow the user to store any work, but cartridges are

virtually indestructible and allow young children

to use computers without any supervision.

If you make the decision to buy a computer

specifically for your children, do try to provide it

with a permanent home. Moving a computer from

room to room, with the connection and disconnec-

tion of leads that involves, won't do a computer

any harm (unless you drop it), but it is likely to 1

skipped by the child in favour of something le

tedious — like watching television.

The Ideal Work Station

In an ideal world, the child's computer shou
be set up in his or her bedroom complete with :

own television screen. If you are serious abo
your children developing a positive attitude

computers, consider setting up a work-station

one of their bedrooms and supplying a secon
hand television exclusively for their use. (Put tl

computer centre in the oldest child's bedroom. Y

or she may want to use Rafterthe others havegoi

to bed.) Old black-and-white televisions can I

purchased very cheaply and, provided there is

facility for channel tuning, they are perfectly ca

able ofdisplaying computer information. There

a great deal of argument about the value ofcolo

in computing foryoung chiIdren; some e xpens s«

it is vital, others consider it a bonus, but u
necessary. It seems obvious that if the choice

between a permanent connection to a black-an

white television set in a bedroom, or a tempora
connection to the family's colour television, tl

permanent set-up is infinitely more desirabl

If you are able to set up a permanent^ or sem
permanent, computer work/play centre in one i

the children's bedrooms, it is a good idea i

arrange things so that the computer can t

removed without disturbing the set-up. Whe
organ ising the computer table or bench, tape dou
all the leads and connections so that the childrc

won't accidentally pull out a lead. ( Ensure that e

mains connectors are safely protected and tap<

down in such a way that they cannot becon
unsafe. And don't supply an aerial connection

the television, otherwise the late film may'accide

tally' appear on the screen after bed time.) It

important that the microcomputer is stable ar

doesn't bounce around. Sinclair can supply a tr;

that holds its very light Spectrum computer stea*

and, if your children are boisterous, you mig

consider building a clamp or other means of hoi

ing the microcomputer down. Of course, the coi

puter you buy for your children will also be of u

to the whole family so, if the family is sharing o
computer, it is worthwhile buying duplicate lea

and (if necessary) a second mains supply pack

:

the computer. These are relatively inexpensi

and they will allow you to say a firm good nighi

your kids, unplug the computer and cassette

eorder (or disk drive) from their bedroom cen

(leaving all leads taped in place) and scui

downstairs to plug them into your own televis

using your duplicate leads. Ifa computer has tc

set up and taken down in the living room whene
your children wish to use it, the fuss of lead c

nections and the possible disputes with memfc
of the family who would prefer to watch an ea

evening soap opera may, unless carefully c

trolled, kill the idea of computing as a leis

activity for children even before it begins.
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Basic Programming

Looping TheLoop
Breaking out of loops, going round them a required

number of times, and line numbering are covered in the

second part of our programming course

We ended the 1ast pa rt ofthe ' Basic Programming'

course with the program listed below. It worked

fine but because ofthe GOTO in line 70 the program

kept looping back to the beginning and never

stopped. The only way to get out ofthe loop was to

use the BREAK key or the RESET key.

Now we are going to look at one ofthe ways we
can get out ofa loop like this by incorporating a test

in the program. The usual way it's done is to test

for a number we would never actually want to use

in the program. The program allowed us to type in

a number that the computer then printed on the

screen with a 1 added to it We might decide that

we wouldneverwant toenter anumber biggerthan

999 . 1n that case we could test to see i fthe number
that has been input is greater than 999, Type in the

program and then add:

35 IF A > 999 THEN GOTO 80<CR>

Now run the program again and it will function as

before — unless, that is. you enter a number
greater than 999. Try typing 1 000<CR> and see

what happens.

Why did the program stop this time? The IF in

line 35 is what made it happen. When BASIC finds

an IF statement it knows that a logical test is com-

ing. The > sign means
*
greater than". Line 35

therefore means I F ( variable) A ( is greater than)

999THENGOTO(line)80.IfyoujusttypedinlOOO,

the value ofA becomes 1000 which is greater than

999 so the program THENGOes TO line 80 which is

the end ofthe program. IfA is not greaterthan999,

the T H E N part ofthe Iine i s ignored and the program
continues to the next line.

When running this program, then, you can input

numbers as often as you like, just as long as they

are not greater than 999. As soon as a number

bigger than 999 is input, the IF-THEN statement

detects the fact and terminates the program by

GOing TO the END. When a basic program has

reached the end or been terminated, you will be

gjven a 'ready' prompt on the screen. Depending

on your computer, this prompt may take several

forms. On the BBC Microcomputer the ready pro-

mpt is a sign like this: > . On the Dragon it' s K, On
the Sord its READY. Whatever form it takes, the

ready prompt is BASIC'S way of telling you that no

program is running and that it is awaiting further

orders.

There is a lot of variation in the way different

versions of BASIC use THEN. Details are given in

the 'Basic Flavours
1

box on page 39.

Other comparisons used in BASIC are < (less

than), = (equals), >= (greater than or equal to),

<= (less than or equal to) and <> (not equal to).

We'll see these comparisons used often as the

course progresses.

Before continuing any further, it's worth trying

out a few exercises to get the feel of using these

comparisons.

Exercises

Change one ofthe lines so that the program will

be aborted if A =1000.

Change one ofthe lines so that the program will

be aborted if the number input is less than zero.

Change the GOTO line so that it makes the pro-

gram loop back to the beginning ifA is equal to or

less than 500. Hint: you will not need a separate

IF-THEN line and a GOTO line.

Discovering FOR-NEXT
When writing programs there will be many occa-

sions when you would like some items in the pro-

gram to be repeated a precise number of times.

The G0T0 in line 70 enabled the program to loop as

many times as we wanted. We later added an IF-

THEN statement in line 35 which enabled us to

escape by entering an 'out of range' number.

10 REM COMPUTERS NEVER MAKE MISTAKES

ZO PRINT "TYPE IN A NUMBER"

30 INPUT A

40 LET A = A + 1

50 PRINT "I THINK THE NUMBER YOU TYPED WAS "i

60 PRINT A

70 GOTO 20

60 END
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Basic Programming

Be FOR-NEXT Loop In Basic

The FOR-NEXT statements in

basic creates a loop so that

part oi the program (an be

repealed an exact number of

times. When basic encounters

the word FOR, it knows that

the next part of the program

will be repeated. It creates a

variable (X in this case) and

sets its values to t. The next

part oi the program (the part to

be repealed) is 'executed
1

.

When basic encounters the

NEXT X statement, instead of

continuing with the rest of the

program it loops back to the

FOR X line, increments the

variable X (pictured here as

the next card being popped into

a card holder labelled X) and

then carries on with the 'loop'

part of the program again. This

process is repeated 10 times

X is the name given to the

'index variable'. II keeps track

qt how many times the

program has looped back and

repeated the part of the

program that needs to be

repeated. As soon as the value

of X becomes 10 (il is

incremented by 1 each time

the program loops back) the

next time bask: gets to NEXT
x it ignores the instruction and

continues with the rest of the

program

1

PROGRAM

FORX-1TO10

This is the earlier part of the When basic gets to FOR X it

program 'knows' a loop is expected

r I NEXT X |

This is the part of the program

that needs to be repeated

This redi reels The program

the program to continues

FORX alter

10 loops

However, there are occasions, as we learnt in the

first part ofthe course, when usingGOTO to make a

loop is not the best way of doing things.

Let's return to ourold program, modified now to

tell the truth this time, to multiply the number input

by 10. and do it exactly eight times,

10 REM MULTIPLY BY 10

20FORX=1 T08
30 PRINT"TYPE IN A NUM8ER

H1

40 INPUT A
50LETA = A*10
60 PRINT "YOUR NUMBER MULTIPLIED BY 10

IS

70 PRINT A
80 NEXT X

90 END

Type this program in, LIST it to check for mistakes

and then RUN it. You will be asked for a number
only eight times. After that the program simply

stops. The reason this happens is to be found in

line 20.

20 FOR X = 1 TO 8

This is part of a FOR-NEXT loop. It is one ofthe most

useful structures BASIC has to offer. It deserves

careful study.

The way we have used it here, we have created a

variable called X. (Variables are explained in the

first part ofthe course on page 21.) We could have

called it anyihing{excepl A — which we are using

for something else). FOR must always be used with

a corresponding NEXT, but the NEXT will appear

later in the program — after the portion to be

repeated. The F R part ofa FO R- N EXT loop always

has the following form:

FOR variable = starting value TO final value

In our example FOR X = 1 TO 8 we have called the

variable X and given it an initial value of 1. The
next part of the program is then executed by the

computer, the number we typed in is multiplied by

10 and then printed on the screen, Aherthat we get

to NEXT X and the program loops back to where
variable X is— in line 20, As soon as it has done

that it increments X by 1 , soX acquires a value of

2. The part of the program within the FOR-NEXT
loop is then executed again. On coming to NEXT
again in line 80. the program loops back and incre-

ments X to 3.

The program continues to repeat like this until X

has been incremented to 8. After that, the loop is

terminated; N EXT X does not go back to FOR X and
the program continues to the next line
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More Uses For FOR-NEXT Loops

FQR-N EXT loops are often used to create delays in

the program. There are times when you don't want

everything done at maximum speed and so you
introduce a delay. You probably found that the

answers in the MULTIPLY BY 10 program flashed

up so quickly they seemed instantaneous. Let's

make the computer look as if it's having to think

before it answers by using FOR-NEXT to insert a

delay. Add the lines shown in blue type to

your program.

10 REM MULTIPLY BY 10

20FORX=1 TO 8

30 PR1NT"TYPE IN A NUMBER"
40INPUTA
50 LET A = A M0
52 FOR D= 1 TO 1000
54 NEXT D

60 PRINT'YQUR NUMBER MULTIPLIED BY 10

IS";

70 PRINT A
80 NEXT X

90 END

We have added another two lines, 52 and 54,

inside our original FOR-NEXT loop. Let's look at

them.

52 FOR D = 1 TO 1000

54 NEXT D

D is set to 1 and the program goes to the next line.

This is the corresponding NEXT statement. Noth-

ing actually happens inside the loop, the program

simply loops back to line 52 and increments D to 2

.

This happens 1 000 times before the program goes

to the next part — which is printing the answer.

Computers are fast, but everything takes a finite

time, so looping back 1000 times takes a notice-

able amount of time. Computers vary in the time

they take to loop. On the Epson HX-20 this FOR-

NEXT loop takes 2.9 seconds, while on the Spec-

trum it takes 4,5 seconds. Experiment by changing

the number you use as the upper limit in line 52.

To make the computer behave more like a

human being, add these three lines:

5B PRINT"N0W LET ME SEE../'

57 FOR E= 1 TO 1000

58 NEXT E

LIST the program and RUN it. We now have two

delays that do absolutely nothing except waste

time.

Add these two lines:

51 REM THIS LOOP WASTES TIME

55 REM THIS WASTES MORE TIME

Now LIST the program and have a good look at it.

Notice how all the extra lines we have added have

fitted intoexactly the right places. Which bringsus

to the last point in this instalment ofthe course—
line numbers.

We started our original program with line 10

and went up injumps oflO for each new line, end-

ing with line 90. We could have chosen any

numbers, for example 1, 2, 3 ... 9. But ifwe had

done that, how would we have fitted in the extra

lines? Programmers always have afterthoughts

and improvements to make, so allow for these by

leaving big gaps between line numbers in the

Mark F versions of their programs. You could

even start with line number 100 and go up injumps

of 50 or 100 if you wanted.

Some versions of basic include a useful com-

mand called AUTO. BBC basic has it, so does the

Epson HX-20. The Dragon. Sinclair computers

and the VIC 20 do not. Ifyour BASIC has AUTO you

can save a lot of time by having the line numbers

generated for you automatically. Find out if your

BASIC has AUTO by typing:

AUTO 100, 10<CR>

If your BASIC does have AUTO you will see on

the screen:

100

The screen shows the number 100 followed by a

space and then the cursor. The cursor is a mark
(sometimes a line, or a square) that shows on the

screen where the next character will appear. You
can start entering the first line of the program from

the cursor position. When you hit <CR> the next

line will appear automatically, starting with the

line number 1 10. AUTO, ifyou have it, can eitherbe

used by itself, or with one or two "arguments'.

Argument is a mathematical term. In the expres-

sion 2 + 3= 5 , the arguments are 2 and 3 . With the

AUTO command, it can be used just by itself (i.e.

AUT0<CR>) or with one "argument' (e.g AUTO
100<CR>) or with two arguments (e.g AUTO
300,50). AUTO by itself usually causes line

numbers to start with 1 and togo up in increments

(jumps) of 10. If only one argument is used (e.g.

AUTO 100<CR>) the first number will be 100 (in

this case) and then the numbers will go up in the

'default value*— which again is usually 10. Ifyou
specify two arguments, the First number specifies

the starting line number and the second number
specifies the increment, AUTO 250,50<CR> will

give a starting number of250, the nex t numbe r wil 1

be 300 and soon in increments of50. Even on the

simplest micro, you're unlikely ever to run out

of lines.

In the next instalment ofthis course we will look

at various ways of improving the visual present-

ation of the program on the screen and different

ways of printing out data.

Basic Flavours

AUTO

Most microcomputers can use this instruction in

the town of either IF A > 999 THEN 80 or IF

A > 999 GOTO 80. (The Spectrum uses IF

A> 999 THEN GOTO 80.)

This command is not available on the Com-

modore VIC 20, DRAGON 32 or Sinclair

Spectrum,
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BehindThe Bars

Decoding The Stripes

How those mysterious-looking stripes on book covers and
supermarket goods spell out a message to a computer
and help to run the store more efficiently

sunn STOP

The illustration above shows

a tar code. This represents the

number 72. It appears as

nothing more than a series oi

blade lines of different

thicknesses. In this case each

set contains five bars, two of

which are broad. The position

of the two broad lines in each

set gives the number. Extra

bars mark the beginning and

end of each individual unit of

information Here the number

72 is ceded in two units, the

digit 7 and the digit 2.

There are many different

ways of encoding information

in a bar code Since a bar is

either thick or thin, the bar can

be numerically represented as

a 1 or a 0. This leads directly

into the binary mathematics of

computers. A somewhat

different bar code in

commercial use is the

Universal Product Code. Here

the bars can be of variable

thicknesses Fewer bars are

needed, and the information is

read from the breadth of the

line.

It is because bar codes can

be read by machine that they

have become so widespread in

supermarkets and libraries.

The can of Coke goes past a

light detector, and the librarian

wieWS a light-sensitive 'pen'

In both cases the bar code is

illuminated and the amount of

light reflected is registered.

Trie Wack bars reflect hardly

any light in comparison with

the white background. The

reflected tight is converted into

an electrical signal and

amplified Either light is

registered (a binary 1) or there

is no light and no signal {a

binary Ci The information is

now in a form that the

computer can accept

The bars give strings oi s.

The wider the bars are. the

more Os they contain.

Similarly, the white

background gives strings oi

1 s. In this way. the wand

feeds the computer patterns of

binary digits from which it can

determine the composition of a

barcode

Noticed anything different about the cans ofCoke
you've been buying lately? Or about a lot of

paperback books? Or maybe you've noticed a

curious kind of trolley being wheeled around your

local branch ofSalisbury's, with someone running

a kind ofpencil (making blips and beeps) alongthc

shelves. Take a close look at the shelves, or the

Coke can or a recently published paperback, and

you'll see a set of stripes. That is a bar code, an

ingenious device that can be read in a fraction of a

second by a light-sensitive *wand\ and that can

feed information about the goods involveddirectly

into a store's computer. That, in turn, means that

information about cash flow, stock levels and so

on is instantly available to the people who keep the

shelves full, who run the warehouse and who buy

in the goods in the first place — all making for a

much more efficient service for the customer.

Let's see how this works for a paperback. Every

book published in all the major countries of the

world has an International Standard Book Number
(ISBN). This consists of one or more digits to

indicate the language or the geographical area in

which the book is published (it's for all English

language books), from two to seven digits to

identify the publisher, and from one to six digits to

identity the individual book title and edition. This

gives a total of nine digits — then there's a check

digit (which the computer uses to make sure that

all these digits have been given to it in the correct

order).

For bar-coding, books are numbered according

to the European A rti cle N umbering( EAN) system,

which uses a total of thirteen digits (most grocery

items usually employ a short eight-digit number).

The first three digits are the EAN 'flag'— 978 for

books Then comes the ISBN, and final!) an

alternative EAN check digit In the USA and
Britain, the ISBN (complete with its owrn check

digit) is also printed above the bar code in figures

that can be read both by the human eye and by an

Optical Character Reader.

Optical character readers are another interest-

ing development with far reaching consequences.

Machines now exist which can literally read the

printed word by scanning the line optically. The
output signal of the reader is coupled to the com-

puter, which can then process the information in

various ways. Words read by the scanner could,

for example, be displayed on the compu te r scree n,

avoiding the need for laborious typing and all

thanks to the computer.
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TheHome Computer Course
grows week -by- week into the first

ever step-by-step guide to computing
for any machine.

Tb helpyou keepyourcopies
immaculate we will

be making

a very special binder offer with an
order form in a future issue. Be sure
not to miss it.

Overseas readers:

This binder offer applies to readers in the UK, Eire and
Australia only Readers in Australia should complete the special loose insert in
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COMPUTER
First prizes of

BBC 'Micro B' computers

Sinclair Spectrums
for runners-up

Ju*t look at what
Dm Micro B" hat
to offer.

Recommended by

the Government for

use in primary and

secondary schools.

Usee the BBC
version of the most
popular computer
Language -BASIC.

Loaded from any

standard audio-

cassette recorder.

Has 73 key full

typewriter-style

keyboard with 10
easy-to -understand

function keys,

32 K Random
Access Memory
(RAM) gives high

definition graphics.

3 part music
synthesiser

capability.

Standard In -built

connectors for

domestic
T.V./monltor/audlo-

cassette /computer
accessories.

Easily adaptable to

other computer
languages (e.g.

Pascal. FORTH and
LISP).

Flexible additions

Include word
processor, disk drive

and Micro net

.

Prestel adaptors.

HOW TO ENTER:
The official entry form will appear in issue 4, Issue 3 will contain a free glossary of computer terms which sh

help you with your answers to the definitions below. In the meantime . we have set out below what you will h

to do. Remember, you will need issue 4 for the official entry f(

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO:

1. Give the answers to the following definitions

|
A- A group of four bits, or half a byte.

B. A collection of bits (usually eight) that make
up the smallest amount of usable information

in a program.

C, An impact printer mechanism with the letters

and numbers on spokes attached to a central

stem.

D. A set of instructions that are frequently

required during the running of a program and
that can be called up at any point in the

program.

E. A number system on a base of 16 that is

written in both letters and numbers.
F- A correction made to a computer program,

usually as a group of instructions added to

correct a mistake.

2. Complete the following statement in not more than 10 words:

"In only 24 weeks. The Home Computer Course will make me ^:

RULES
i.

2.

By entering the competitioa

competitors will be deemed to have

accepted and agreed to abide by the

The competnon is open to all UK and
Eire readers other than employees or

their lami lies of Qrois Publishing Ltd.

and their advertising and servicing

agents.

All valid entries will be examined
The first prize will be awarded to the

competitorwho selects, in the judges'

opinion, the most suitable answers to

the questions listed in the event of

more than one competitor Qualifying

for the first prize this will be awarded
to the qual itying competitor who. jn

the judges" opinion, subm its the most
apt answer to tlie special tie-breaker

question in issue 4, A similar basis will

beadopted for determining the

winners of tlie runner-up prizes. No
house-hold may win more than one
prize.

All entries must be ink or ball -po mt

pen.

The closing date for entries will be
given in issue 4, Winners will be
notified by post and a full list of

winners will be available for inspection

at 20-22 Bedfordbury, LondonWCZ
one month after the closing date.

No responsibility will be taken for

entries tost delayed or damaged in

transit. Proof of posting canrtot be
accepted as proof of delrvery.

8. I Hegible entries and entries not mad
m accordance with the rules and
directions will be disqualified.

9. All entriessubm itted will become the

copyright of Orbis Publishing Ltd. an.

no entries can be returned.

10. The judges' decision is final and

legally binding, and the decision of

Orbis Publishing Ltd. on all other

matters concerning the competitior

will also be final and legally binding.

No correspondence will be entered

into.

I This competition is open to readers in the UK and EIRE only.


